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Former basketball player murdered
LOUISVILLE MAN CONFESSES
INVOLVEMENT TO POLICE
BY MEGAN HANSEN

Managing editor

Former Eastern basketball
player Laronzo "Ronnie" Griffin
was murdered early Sunday
morning in louisvUte.
"Ronnie had a smile that
could light up any room." said
Jennifer Mullins. Griffin's girlfriend of eight years and a graduate of Eastern.
Richard Shawne Spellman
.was arrested and charged with
murder after he turned himself
in to Louisville Metro Police on
Sunday afternoon.
Mullins said she believes
Griffin and Spellman were
"casual acquaintances "

"(Spellman) is probably
someone Ronnie felt comfortable with." Mullins said. "He
never met a stranger."
She said she believes
Griffin's murder was premeditated.
Spellman had to have known
he was going to kill Griffin
since he had the rope with
him used to strangle Griffin,
Mullins said.
In a report released by
the Louisville Metro Police
Department. Spellman admitted striking Griffin multiple
times with a weight, stabbing
him and wrapping a chord
around his neck.
"1 believe Ronnie was also

robbed." Mullins said. "(The
police) couldn't find any of his
personal belongings at the
scene or in his car."
Mullins said she is not I'HI
percent positive of what happened the night Griffin was
murdered. She said the police
are looking at Griffin's tele
phone records to see if he
called Spellman earlier that day
or if Spellman had called him.
Griffin played his sophomore year of basketball as a
forward/center for Eastern
during the 1998-1999 season.
He graduated from Maine
Central Institute after playing
his first three years of high
school basketball for Louisville
Central High School.
"Ronnie was one of the top
50 basketball players in the
United States while he W88 in
high school." Mullins said.
Griffin started in 11 of the

14 games
he played as
a Colonel,
averaging 9.6
points per
game.
Alter playing one year
at Eastern,
Griffin transLaronzo
ferred to
Tallahassee
Griffin was
Community
found dead
College in
Sunday.
Florida.
"I think he
wanted to find
the right fit." Mullins said. "He
wasn't getting the playing time
he wanted at Kastern."
After one year at Tallahassee
Community College. Griffin
transferred to Oklahoma. He
finished his college career at
ihe I niversily of Southern
Indiana, where he was

named All Great I^kes Valley

Conference.
Mullins said one reason
Griffin transferred schools so
often was because he had "a bit
of an attitude problem."
"He was young." she said.
"He didn't realize his attitude
wasn't helping him. just hurting him."
After college. Griffin played
a year of professional basket
ball in Europe during 2003.
"Ronnie was in between
deciding if he wanted to go
back to Europe to play ball
again or stay here." Mullins
said. "He was looking for something around here."
Mullins said Griffin was very
outgoing and had a big heart.
"Everyone liked him." she
said. "Ronnie had so many
friends while at Eastern and it
was like that no matter where
he went. One of the best things

about him was he didn't see
color in people, he liked everj
one."

Marc W'hitt. associate vice
president for public relations
and marketing, said Griffin's
murder was an "unfortunate
situation but the university is
not taking a stance on it."
Mullins said it is a blessing
that her and Griffin's 22-monthold daughter. Maya, has the
same smile her father had.
"Ihe thing I will miss most
about him is his laughter and
his ability to make me laugh
and smile." Mullins said.
Griffin's visitation is tonight
in l-ouisville from ti p.m. until
9 p.m. The funeral will be
held tomorrow at 11 a.m. at
Ferryman's Mortuary at 34th
and Broadway.
Reach Megan at
megan hansen4tieku.edu
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DORM DROUGHT S^SH
Broken
showers
don't get
reported
BY MORGAN CAI

nwFi i

Staff writer

Goldilocks crawled out of bed and
stumbled to the shower before class.
Eyes still closed, she fumbled with the
knobs in the first stall and stepped into

i

tin' stream of water.
"Aieeee!" she screamed, leaping out
in nothing but her birthday suit. This
one is too hot!"
Reclaiming her towel. Goldilocks
made for the second shower. "Brrrrr!"
she shivered. This one is too cold!"
Finally, Goldilocks looked al the
third shower. Warm steam rose up
in welcoming clouds. She was sure
this shower would be just right. But,
it seemed, everyone else on her floor
thought this. too. Resigned, Goldilocks
sighed. She'd have to stand in line for it.
The scenario, while contrived, isn't
far off when it comes to showers in several of the residence halls on Eastern's
campus.
While sometimes students report
the problems to the University Housing
Office and the showers are fixed, other
times they go unnoticed.
Director of Housing Kenna
Middlelon said, "I'm not aware that
we're having problems. Frobably we're
nol aware and Facilities is not aware."
She said she couldn't really suggest a
way to fix the problems without knowing what is wTong with the showers.
"Certainly we need to check up on
that," Middlelon said.
Twenty-year-old Anne Hecky lives
on the second floor in the main building
of Sullivan Hall. Out of four showers on
that floor, only one works properly. The
second has lukewarm water, the next
only has ice-cold water and the last has
no water at all. It used to be taped off
with yellow "caution" tape. Frequently
the only usable showers are occupied,
leaving other residents on that floor
having to cool their heels and wait.

"Sometimes I go to bed later because
of it." Hecky said.
Once a resident has secured a working shower, there's always the issue of
Hushing toilets changing the temperature of tin- showers. Hecky explained.
"There's a couple of times when in
the summer the water is all nice and
warm and someone flushes, and it's
scalding hot." Hecky said. Then in the
wintertime someone flushes the toilet and I get all excited. There's this
love/hate relationship with flushing the
toilets."
Sullivan isn't the only residence hall
where residents suffer from showers
not working properly. On the third floor
in Walters Hall, one shower is off limits because the ceiling over it caved
in. Repair has begun; fresh plaster and
a few exposed wires from the broken
light are on the ceiling, and dust and
broken bits of the old plaster still litter
the shower floor.
A plethora of other issues with residence hall showers exist, some more
minor than others.
"The showers on our floor haven't
had heads for almost a semester," Tim
McQuillan said. He lives on the second floor of Martin Hall, and insists
that maintenance requests have been
turned in.
Custodian Margie Samples works in
Walters Hall, and there is a bathtub on
a floor she cleans that leaks constantly.
"It's not long before it (the leak)
leaves a rust stain and that's hard to
get out." she said, adding that she also
turned in requests. "I realize it's not
major, but it's annoying."
In Burnam. more than one room
has experienced extremely hot water,
in addition to some leaks, which
James Street, the director of Facilities
Services, says are low priority.
"In the last couple of weeks people
normally working on that (the showers) have been working on heat fluctuations." he said. Street added, "There are
times the system breaks down and half
of the work orders aren't turned in."
Some students don't agree with how
the shower problems are being solved,
even when maintenance responds to
their requests.
"The fourth shower leaked at one
point, and we reported it. They just
took the knobs off and didn't fix it," said
I-ainee Christensen, who lives on the
third floor of Sullivan Hall. She points
out there are very few private rooms on
that floor, so a working shower is definitely missed.
Stephanie Koffman lives on the

Photo illustration by Marcie McDowell
& Brooke Rasor/Progress

COLLOQUIUM
HELD TO EXPLAIN
PHENOMENON
BY BOB FLYNN

News writer

Chitra Viswanathan's heart
raced as she called one friend
after another hoping to hear
news about her family
"She was spending winter
break with a friend in Ashland
when she received the call that
made her heart skip a beat.
There had been a tsunami in
the Indian Ocean.
After four anxious hours,
Viswanathan. a graduate student from Madris, India finally
got the news she wanted: her
parents were safe.
A friend in Illinois had been
in contact with her family in
Madris, and they had talked
with Viswanathan's parents.
"I sent them an instant message as soon as I heard (about
the tsunami) but because it was
in the middle of the night there.
I didn't hear from them until
the next day," Viswanathan
said.
"I was really scared until
I talked with my friend in
Illinois."
More than 6,000 people
were killed in Madris, mostly
fishermen and poor people living in the mud houses and huts
in the densely populated area
closer to the ocean. Most of the
houses in the city were made of
brick, so they were flooded but
not washed away by the wave.

"They were really lucky
because it happened al '.I a.m.
and there were not a lot of people on the beach," Viswanathan
said. "Lots of people go for
walks between 5 and 7 so most
of them had gone back home."
More than 200 international students from 57 countries
attend Eastern. Viswanathan.
the publicity coordinator
for the International Student
Association, said the students
decided to collect donations for
the American Red Cross to help
in the tsunami relief effort.
The organization has been
collecting money since the
semester began and has raised
more than $500 for the Red
Cross. The drive will continue
until the end of January, and
Viswanathan said donations
could be dropped off at the
International Office in Case
Annex room 181.
"The students wanted to do
something to help so we decid
ed to collect money for the
Red Cross." Beth Blanchard.
coordinator of International
Services, said.
"About 50 percent of the
money has been donated by
the international students, faculty and staff. The geography
department picked up the ball
and helped by collecting at its
tsunami forum on Friday." she
said.
The geography department
held a tsunami colloquium in
the Roarke Building on Jan. 21.
Geologist and earth science professor John White and
geography professor David
Zurick explained how the tsunami happened and the impact
See TSUNAMI, A3

See SHOWERS, A3

Bush proposes to raise Pell Grant funding
BOARD OF REGENTS
APPROVES CHANGES
TO HOUDAY CALENDAR
Bv TRACY HANEY
Editor

Eastern students could see
an increase in Pell Grant funding over the next few years if
a proposal by President Bush
to raise the maximum award
amount by $500 is passed by
Congress.
At Friday's Board of
Regents meeting. University

President Joanne Glasser
applauded Bush's proposal.
"We'll be watching for what
we hope will be good news for
our students," Glasser said.
Director of Student
Financial Assistance Shelley
Park isn't sure how much good
news Bush's proposal will
bring to Eastern students.
"It is still going to leave
some students out." Park said
of the $500 increase.
Bush's plan, which is included in a new budget to go before
Congress next month, would
raise the maximum Pell Grant

award by $100 per year over
a five-year period. This would
allow students to receive up to
$4,550 by 2010.
Bush talked of increased
funding for Pell Grants during
his 2000 campaign, but "hasn't
really pushed it," Park said.
"We would have loved for
this to have happened earlier."
she added.
Despite the proposed
increase, Park said the
Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority is predict
ing the recent formula update,
which is used lo calculate

award amounts, could cause
15,500 Pell Grant recipients in
Kentucky to see a reduction in
funding.
She said 593 students in
the state could completely lose
their eligibility for Pell Grants,
which would also take away
their eligibility for a College
Access Program or CAP Grant.
Ixtken Decker, a freshman
from Eminence, said she could
be one of those students affected by the formula update.
"If Hose (my Pell Grant) I'm
in big trouble." Decker said,
See BOR, A3

Marcie McDowell/Progress

Cutting up
Eastern Librarian Linda Klein plays with the scissors used to
cut the grand-opening ribbon of the new College of Justice &
Safety Library in the Stratton Building.
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► News Briefs

Happenings

Annual book sale
scheduled for Feb. 3
at Richmond Mall

•THURSDAY
11:30 a.m. -3 p.m.
The International Student Association will be at the
Powell Conner collecting donations foi tsunami victims.

The Friends ol Madison
County Public library's annual
book sale will !><• held from HI
a.m. to 8 p.m. on Feb. :< at the
Richmond Mall

5:30 p.m.
The women's basketball team will play Murray State in
McBrayer Arena.

There will be a "pre-sale"
for Friends members on
Wednesday. Feb. 2 from <> p.m.

7:30 p.m.
The men's basketball team will play Munay State in
McBrayer Arena.

to is p.m.

8 p.m.
The faculty chamber music recital will be held in the
Girford Theatre in the Campbell Building.

Campus Recreation
offers variety of free
group fitness classes

•FRIDAY

Campus Recreation is offering group fitness classes tor

1 p.m.
The women's tennis team will play Belmont in the Greg
Adams Tennis Center.

Spring 2005.
New classes include cycling.
cycling and tone, intermediate/
advanced step, cardio and tone.
all about abs and 20/20/2(1.
For more information on
classes contact Adrienne Bauer
at 622-3599 or visit the Campw)
Recreation Web site.

Women's soccer
team holds tryouts
on Feb. 16, 17
Hie Eastern women's soccer program will have an informational meeting regarding
try-outs for the new varsity soccer program at 5 p.m. Feb. 2
in loom 212 of the Begley

Building.
All interested students must

attend the meeting to be eligible for the tryouts. Tryouts
will be held from b p.m. to 8
p.m. on the Feb. 16 and 17.
Location to be determined.
Call Chris with questions at
622-6815.

Tickets for Women's
Studies performance
now on sale
Tickets are on sale now for
"The Vagina Monologues"
Show dates are F'eb. 2. -I and 5.
Doors open at 6 p.m. with the
performance beginning at 7 p.m.
Tickets are 55 lor students
(advance purchase necessary),
all others S8 in advance, 810 at
the door.

Compiled by Bob Flynn
Proceeds will benefit the
Bluegrass Rape Crisis Center
and the V-Day Foundation.
To purchase tickets, call the
Women's Studies office at 6222913.

Saturday's Eastern/
UT-Martin ball game
will be televised live
Stay on campus Saturday
and be part of the basketball
excitement. Eastern's game
against UT-Martin will be tele
vised live. Get one of the l.(KX)
tree Maroon Madness T-shirts
with a student ID. The men's
game starts at 2 p.m. followed
by the women's jjame at 5 p.m.
For more information contact
the SGA office at 622-1724.

► Police Beats
Compiled by Megan Jones

7 p.m.
SUBS, a Bible study with free food, will be held at the
Baptist Student Union

'The following reports were
riled with Eastern's Division of
Public Safety between Jon. 13
ami Jan. 21.

•SATURDAY

Jan.13
Public Safety responded to a
theft complaint in the Wallace
Building: Cash, keys and a
•-tack ol new Imation CD-RW
compact discs were missing
from someone's desk drawer. A
digital camera was also reported missing in another room of
the building.

8 a.m.
The women's tennis team will play Xavier in the Greg
Adams Tennis Center.
2 p.m.
The men's basketball team will play Tennessee-Martin
in McBrayer Arena.

5 p.m.

Jan.14

The women's basketball team will play TennesseeMartin in McBrayer Arena.

A Bur ham'Hall resident reported receiving harassing communications.

•SUNDAY

Public Safety responded to
Palmer Hall in reference to
criminal mischief. Someone
reported that 10 peepholes
were missing from doors on
thi' seventh floor,

9 a.m.
The women's tennis team will play Southern Illinois in
the Greg Adams Tennis Center

•TUESDAY

Public Safety responded to a
vehicle collision at Brockton
Apartments. The driver of the
vehicle was driving an Enterprise
rental car. After running a check
on the vehicle's license plate, it
was traced to a stolen vehicle
from London The officer confirmed that the driver was not
driving the stolen vehicle.

5:30 p.m.
The women's basketball team will play Morehead State
in McBrayer Arena.
8 p.m.
The men's basketball team will play Morehead State in
McBrayer Arena.

Jan. 15
A Palmer Hall resident laid
her purse and cell phone
down at the front desk when
she entered the building and
then went to her room. When
she returned to retrieve it. the
phone was not there.
Jan. 16
Someone reported that a
person had discharged a fire
extinguisher on the ninth floor
of Dupree Hall.
Jan. 17
Someone reported that a person had destroyed the exit
sinii on the seventh floor of

into the room.
Public Safety responded to
Commonwealth Hall in reference to a theft. Someone had
lost his wallet. The missing
wallet was turned in to the
front desk by an unknown person. No cash was in the wallet
when it was returned.
Jan. 18
Someone reported a person
had stolen items from his vehicle while it was parked in the
Van Hoose Lot. The latch to
the vehicle's back window was
broken, and the ashtray, containing cash, was taken.

Commonwealth Hall.
Adam B. Montgomery of
Stanford was charged with
possession of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia.
A Martin Hall resident reported someone had entered his
room and stolen his laptop
computer and speakers.
Public Safety responded to
Todd Hall in reference to criminal mischief. Three cut wires
were found in the heat/air unit
in one of the rooms. The resident slated that the wires were
already cut when he moved

A person reported her wallet
and its contents taken from her
unsecured office.
A Martin Hall resident reported several items had been
taken from his room.
Someone reported an unknown
person had taken two fivepound whole beef tenderloins
from the meat cooler in the
Powell Building.
Jan. 19
Carrie Beth Durham of
Richmond was arrested and
charged with operating a motor

vehicle with no operator's
license and failure to produce
an insurance card.
A Martin Hall resident reported money was taken from him
and his roommate in their
unoccupied room.
Jan. 20
Someone reported a missing
vacuum cleaner from Alumni
Coliseum. It was missing since
Jan. 13.
Public Safety was alerted to a
possible theft in the Lancaster
Ix)t. The passenger's side window of a green 2000 Honda
Civic was broken out. The
owner of the vehicle reported
several items were taken from
the vehicle.
Public Safety responded to
Commonwealth Hall in reference to the odor of burned
marijuana coming from a
room.
Jan. 21
Someone reported that his
license plate had been taken
off of his vehicle while it was
parked in the Keene Hall I.ot.

CELEBRATE THESUPER BOWL
WITH US!
Come watch the game on the Big Screen at Martin
Hall Blimpie or
Place an order to go!
'Serves 36 people
Super Bowl Package I
6 ft. Blimpie Sub

^-~»>*Kwr*r\

2 12 pk of Soda

/s'Z^Yir
J i h

2 Big Bags of Chips'!' *

Super Bowl Po
3 ft Blimpie Sub
1 12 pk of Soda
1 Big Bag of Chips

'Serves 18 people
SUBS 4 SALADS.

Preorder your package for the game. All orders MUST be received by
Wednesday, February 2. Remember you may use Rex Dollars lor your
Super Bowl Package and save 6%.

MARTIN C-ST0RE & 8UMP/FS HOURS
Monday - Thursday 11 am - Midnight
Friday
11 am- 2 pm
Sunday
11 am - Midnight
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TSUNAMI: Earthquake
triggered deadly wave
From Page Al

Marcie McDowell/Progress

Balancing act
A construction worker reaches for a beam at the new Business & Technology Building site on Tuesday afternoon

SHOWERS: Student complaints often go unreported
From Page Al
fourth floor of Walters Hall
— the same floor where the
shower ceiling collapsed and
where, earlier, two showers had
overflowed because the drains
didn't work properly.
"I always question how
lonK it takes lor our reports
to net to the people who nerd
to know iihoiii it." Koffman
said. "There's been a couple of

limes that I've called Facilities
Services myself. I'm a little
leery oi jusi leaving messages
at the front desk."

While some maintenance
requests simply haven't been
fulfilled, other shower malfunctions slip through the cracks
because dormitory residents
just don't report them to
University Housing, street said
while he had at least four or five
work orders on record from

Burnham Hall (some recently
closed out), he has no open
ones for Sullivan Hall. Sullivan
Resident Hall Coordinator Stacy
Hammond said the only complaint she'd been made aware
of was for the leaky shower.
Hammond explained in an
e-mail students should contact
their KHC and fill out a main
tenance request to get repairs
rolling. "We then use the electronic system in place to notify

Facilities," she said.
Not all students find malfunctions with the showers particularly inconvenient. Mc^an
Millo lives on the fourth lloor
ol Case Hall and said although
there's a shower on her floor
that doesn't work in addition
to one without a head, she has
never had to wait for a shower.

Reach Morgan at
progress^ rku.edu

BOR: Filing forms early key to receiving federal aid
From Page Al

and win 11 we begin," Chapman

said.
adding she hasn't had much
time to think about the potential aid loss, but, if she does
lose her aid. she will probably
take out a higher loan amount.
In order to receive fund
inn. I'ark said students should
fill out their FAFSA. Free
Application lor federal Student
Aid. forms as soon as possible.
FAFSA applications are
available at www.fafsa.edu.Rov
or www.finaid.eku.edu.
In other business, after a
vote by the board Eastern will
no longer celebrate President's
Day starting next school year.
In order to have the same
number of holidays in the fall
as in the spring, the university will now close for either
Columbus Day or Flection Day
il il is an election year, giving
each semester a lolal ol --i\
school-day closings.
"People just wain some consistency about when we end

The board also voted to
approve a master of fine arts
program in creative writing.
The program will be^in in
June 2006.
During a meeting of
the Finance and Planning
Committee prior to the Hoard
oi Regents meeting, seven
anas were identified as the
focus of the Financial Aid Task
Force to provide further financial assistance in the future.
Debbie Newsom. interim
vice president of financial
affairs, identified those area-- as
merit scholarships, athletics,
need-based students, graduate
students, part-time non-traditional students, under-represented/minority students and
transler students.
"Primarily what we are lookinn •!! are what are our needs
institutionally," Newsom said,
adding the purpose of the task
force is to look for ways to

allow those without the financial resources an opportunity
to attend Eastern,
University enrollment is
up one-half percent from the
previous spring semester.
(ilasser said during the Hoard

of Regents meeting.
Eastern's current enrollment is 14.424. down from
last semester's enrollment of
lfi.2(K).
(ilasser nave an update on
the progress of the university's
Capital Campaign Friday.
So far the campaign has
received combined gifts and
pledges totaling more than $10
million.
More than $5.6 million has
been designated for scholarships and enrichment programs for students. $1.3 million
has been raised for faculty and
$3.1 million will aid support
programs, campus improvements and new initiatives.
Eastern continues to move
forward in its capital projects.,

Win a Palm Pilot or Game
Console! $150 Value!
Complete the ITDS student computing survey on EKU Direct
and you'll be registered to win these great prizes.

Jump drives will be awarded to
three lucky students!
Hurry! Complete the survey now!

Director of Facilities
Services Janus Street presented the board with information on the electrical renovation and the new Business and

technology Building.
Street said the contractor
lor the electrical renovation.
M&M Electric, is on schedule,
and the official completion date
ol the project is Feb. L'7. 2006.
Street told the Progress last
week the total cost of the electrical renovation is estimated al
a little more than $7 million.
The new Business and
Technology Building on
the south side of campus
is scheduled to be complete
Dec. lit), 2005, Street said, and
is approximately two weeks
ahead of schedule.
Street predicted weather
and other setbacks could delay
the completion of the building
until early spring.

Reach Tracy at
tracy haney5@eku. edu

it had on the region
Hie tsunami began with an
earthquake, but it was a combination oi the magnitude and
location of the epicenter ol the
earthquake thai made this tsunami so large.
The earth's crusl consists
of numerous plates and most
earthquakes occur on the
boundary lines where these
plates butt up against each
other. The quake off tin- coasl
of Sumatra was on one ol these
boundary lines.
"The Sumatra quake «,iCaused by one of these plates
moving north and the other
moving south When one large
section ol crust pushes up
against an even larger converging section of crusl is when a
lot of stress energy builds up,
Sooner or laler what is going to
happen is an earthquake, and
they occur in this region ev< rj
day." White said
I'D cause a tsunami, an
earthquake must be at least 6.5
and occur in shallow water The
Sumatra quake was the third
largest ever recorded on the
Richter scale, measuring 9.0,
and was in about till meters of
water. White said.
"Hie fault line of this earthquake was over (KKI kilometers
long by Kid kilometers wide
and the slip (upward movement) was 16 meters, so you're
talking about a lot of earth
moving," White said.
"When the earth moved, it
caused waves to push out from
the center of the earthquake
In front of the fault line, the
water was shoved outward
toward Sri Lanka and India,
and right behind the fault line,
the water was sucked down
and away from the other direction," White said.
"Toward Indonesia and
Thailand is where they sawthai. The water weni out before
the wave came back wilh such
force." he said.
Most of the deaths occurred
along the densely populated
coastlines. Zurick, a human
geographer, said this tsunami
was a natural disaster because
the coastlines were so heavily
populated and buildings winso concentrated in the area.
"Human activity over time,
mangrove estuaries being
drained, land cover being
removed has altered the coasllines. making those locations
even more vulnerable to an
environmental disaster such as
a tsunami," Zurick said.
Fhe tsunami caused complete devastation to human
settlements and a dramatic
realignment of the coastlines.
"What people are still coming to grips with is not-only
how to meet the needs of Un-

people in tin disaster but also
how lo rebuild the lives .mil
the areas devastated b\ I In isu
nami, Zurick said
Fhe I hailand coastal area
is ,i popular desliivalion for
European tourists As a result.
more than 6.IHMI Fumpi ans
were killed in ilu isiinami.
Zurick said:
"There has been some mn
trovers) over tin initial wa)
some iii iIn- international aiil
and tin- media attention have
been directed won toward
these tourist anas and mil on
tile indigenous people allll tin
anas thai need tin most help.''
Zurick said
Fin- I hai government has
also been criticized lor giving
assistance lo the lourisi areas
quicker than lhe> did oilier
areas, Zurick said
ll appears ilu\ wanted to
try to help tin- tourist econoim
to rebound becaus< it is vitally
important to tin- national ecori
mm .il 1 hailand.
"The disaster has causi il
people lo rethink how lo
respond in disasters ol this
magnitude." Zurick said
"Alter the firsl wave ol
assistance, whal do we do
next? With literally millions ol
people who ate lilt homeless.
hundreds of millions ol peo
pie impacted with loved ones
invoked. It's reallv a complex
situation." lie said. .
The world wide responsi
has been enormous with
financial aid coming ir-nn
governments and individuals
International mm governmental organizations like tin- !<• d
Cross have aNo played a big
role.
Flu- willinj n< ss ,,i tin
American people in ui\, mone\
to help the peopli affected
by tin- tsunami has amazed
Viswariathan.
"Here everyone is willing in
give money In India (he poor
people can'l afford to give
money and (he rich people
want lo keep il lot themselves.
But my mother said tin isu
nami'has even had an elicit on
(he rich people.' \ iswahuthail
said
"Iii honor oi tin- tsunami victims, India cameled all NeVi
Years' celebrations in the enlin
country." she said.
Fin- Sumatra earthquake
was detected by tin Hawaii
warning system and senl oul
lo Asia. Thailand and Sumatra
were warned, but tin- tsunami
possibility was listed as small
and il was ignored, W lute said.
As a result of the tsunami
countries thai currently havi
no warning systems have made
it a top priority in havi ihcm

Installed.
Reach Hob al
bobby fhiini''i<ku (ilu

Are you an amateur
photographer?
like taking photos and have a general
knowledge of Photoshop?
If so, contact The Progress at 622-1881 or
e-mail Tracy at progress@eku.edu.

The ITDS survey is available until Jan. 31. Drawings will be in mid-February.
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Renovation plans put on hold Students still find
BYMEGANHANSEN

Managing e&toi
Before Arlington gets a
muhimillion dollar make-over,
members <>t the Arlington
Association are being asked to
give their opinions about what
they would like to see done at

the facility.
Jim Marsh, manager ol
Arlington, said the Arlington
Board of Directors decided
during lasi week's meeting t<>
postpone securing a loan for
the renovation ol Arlington for
at least 60 days.
The board decided lo post
pone tin' project until it could
get input from members a- lu
what they would like i" see
done at Arlington.
"We are also waiting on
reports from the different committees about how much projects would iost at all the different parts ol Arlington. Such as
the golf course, swimming pool
and tin- house." Marsh said.
By March 28. the board will
have reports from each committee as to what they want
to do and how much the total
project will cost.
"Right now I don't know
how much the total project will
Cost." Marsh said. "The pre
liminary cost for the project is
between $3.2 million and §3.6
million."
Marsh said some of the
projects the board is consid-

ering woidd be .1 new facility
at the golf course, including
locker rooms, a pro shop and
a grill, a new swimming pool
facilit) and improvements to
the house
"There needs lo be a lot of
upkeep done lo the house,"
Marsh said. "The whole out
side ol the building Heeds to
be painted Foryears. paint has
just been put over paint."
the house at Arlington has
.i list oi :\t> projects thai need lo
be done to it, including replacing many ol the windows, niak
ing i lu- house more energ>
efficient and fixing tin leSking
roof. Marsh said.
"The renovations to the
In PUS,- will be a large share of
the total cost for all the projects at Arlington." he said.
Members ol Arlington were
notified about the board meet
ing on Jan. l!> and were invited
to attend and voice their opinion about the project.
Marsh said a large crowd
turned out for the meeting
to voice their concerns, both
positive and negative, lor tinproject.
"A majority of our members
are very excited about upgrading the facilities," he said.
Hie makeover of Arlington
will not come free to members.
Marsh said there would be an
increase in membership lees
but they "will try to keep (the
fees) as low as possible."

Residence hall flooded, evacuated
twice due to broken sprinkler
BY BRITTNEY HAYNES

The Studio editor
A residence hall was evacuated Jan. 18 after it was flooded
In Clay Hall, a sprinkler
head was broken off in an incident ihat appeared to be "vandalistic in nature." said Kenna
Middleton. director ol univer
sity housing
About :!0 gallons ol water
were released from the sprinkler
per minute, said James Street,
director of Facilities Services.
The sprinkler was unable to
be shut off for in to IS minutes,
Street said. Typically, firelight
ere would use a JeVlCe to plug
the sprinkler uufcl Jrie water
flow could be shui oil. Because
the sprinkler head broke, off
tin' device was not able to be
used. Street said.
The water ran under doors
and flowed down pipes that are
in the rooms, flooding rooms
on eight floors. Street said,

Residents were evacuated
from about 51 p.m. to 12 a.m..
Middleton said.
Students and Staff members
were understanding ol the situ
ations. Middleton said.
"I could go on for two wicks
and not sing the praises enough
for three groups, the custodial staff, the hall directors

and the (resident assistants)."
Middleton said.
Tile custodial staff had gone
home and came back two
times in a span of about five
hours to deal with the flooding.
Middleton said.
Clay Hall residents were
evacuated a week earlier
because another Sprinkler head
had been broken, also oh'the
eighth floor.
According to an Eastern
police report, a student had
broken the sprinkler while lilting a chair above his head.
Ryan Oiler, a sophomore
from Williamsburg. lives on the
eighth floor of Clay Hall. Oiler's
had no personal property dam
aged in either of the Clay Hall
incidents, he said.
"(The flooding) was bad."
Oiler said. "We're prepared
now."
In the future Oiler will politely ask anyone he sees doing
anything that may set off a
sprinkler lo stop, he said.
Streel and Middleton both
suggest thai students be mindlul ol where sprinkler heads are
and to avoid them.

Prevention is the key.
Middleton said
Reach Hrittney at
brittney Jiaynes 1 <C')eku. edu

parking difficult

be necessary, and we would be
a lot better off."
The number of parking citations written everyday varies,
but on a Friday evening Hurtt
said he wriles between 50 and
1(H) tickets.
He also added lhat despite
popular belief. "There is no
quota, so it depends on how
News writer
many violations there are."
Muring crime watch patrol,
Public Safety Police Cadet
or when he is writing citations.
Ryan Hurt! said he gels a lot of
Hurtt says he observes most of
complaints for a parking issue
the automobiles are parked in
he says students could help
the fire lane or out of zone.
make better.
He even noticed students
"It would help if people did
turning
their permits around,
park where they are supposed
displaying forged notes from
to. but we would need a new
the parking office, and turning
parking lot or garage to fix it."
on their emergency flashers.
Hurtl said.
"It's a myth." Hurtt said, "all
in a Sept. 9. 200-t. article,
it does is say. oh, somebody
students were
is illegally
informed a park
parked."
ing consultant
Parking
would review
officials have
parking on camattempted to
pus for a period
aid students
of five weeks.
by sending
According to
them to the
Ann Cotton,
Lancaster Lot
a secretary in
and previously
the vice- presito the Ashland
dent of student
Tot.
which
affairs' office.
is marked as
it has been
general parkapproximately
ing. Anyone
three to four
who possesses
weeks since
a permit may
the consultant
park in the
has made con
Ashland Lot
tact with James
for 24 hours
Conneely. the
on Saturday
vice-president
and Sunday
—
Ryan
Hurtt
of
student
and between
Public safety police cadet
affairs.
7 a.m. and 5
"To be very
p.m. Monday
honest." said
» through Friday.
Conneely. "I do
Some stunot have any
dents have
update on Ihe
taken public safety's advice
parking information right now."
while other sludents feel Ihe
As of Tuesday, the suggeslot is completely unsafe and loo
tions had been shared with the
far lo travel from.
associated parties, and they
Na'Talia Lei-, a freshare currently under evaluation
man, said she circled the
as to whether or not they are

CONSULTANT'S
REPORT UNDER
EVALUATION

ii

Roger Lee Osborne/Ptogress
Arlington's Board of Directors decided to postpone securing money
for the renovation projects at Arlington. Jim Marsh, manager of
Arlington, said the board is waiting for member input before a final
decision is made as to what will be done
By March 28. when all
member input and committee
reports are done, the board
will have a better idea of what
can or can't be done to improve
Arlington.
Members of Arlington are

encouraged to voice their opinion on the project. Marsh said.
Opinions can be sent to Marsh
atjim.marsh@eku.edu.
Reach Megan at
megan_hansen4<C>eku.edu

SGA meeting ends early;
appropriations postponed
BY KASEY DOYLE

News editor

Just a note

The 21)05 interim funding meeting of the Student
Ciovernment Association came
to an abrupt end on Tuesday
night due to fraternity rush.
The Jaggers Room, which is
the weekly meeting place of the
student senate, was booked by
a fraternity organization, and
S(1A delayed the funding meeting until next week
In the time SGA was in session, it allocated almost $6,038
to be divided among student
organizations, and 11 groups
requested funds totaling more
than S 16,000. Appropriations
chair Katy Clipson said Ihe
organizations thai requested
funding for this term have
never asked for funding before
or have not received funding in
Ihe past year.
The student senate voted
on four organizations before
postponing the meeting to next
week.
S(iA voted to give funds to
Ihe following organizations:

•The fencing club received
Sl.l23.9:i for new equipment
• The EKU Tutoring
Association received $1,299 for

SGA will finish interim
funding during next
Tuesday's meeting in
the Jaggers Room of the
Powell Building.

a new laptop computer.
• The men's soccer team
received $1,010 for game balls,
spring tournament entrance fee
and referee fee.
•The Nursing Student
Network received $465.80 to
send students to the National
Student Nurses Association
National Convention in Salt
Lake City. Utah.
SGA has $2,139.19 left in its
funding budget to be divided
among the other seven organizations during Tuesday night's
meeting.

Reach Kasey at
kasey _doyle 7&eku. edu

(Being a Public
Safety Police
Cadet) is not a
job where you
make friends,
but there are
policies that
need to be
enforced.

feasible for Eastern's campus.
No final decisions have been
made.
At the close of the last
semester. 9.647 students
and 2,913 employees had a
registered parking permit.
According to the new system,
during that same period of
Aug. 1. 2004 through Dec. 31.
2004. 17. 886 citations were
written.
"There are repeat offenders." Hurtt said, "but most of
the time, after a few violations
they tend to learn."
He feels part of the problem is the large enrollment of
incoming freshmen and drivers
who haven't gotten used to the
parking policies.
"It's not a job where you
make friends." Hurtt said, "but
there are policies that need
to be enforced. If everybody
obeyed the rules, it wouldn't
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for three hours as well as the
lots next to Hurnam and the
Brockton Apartments before
she went to the l.ancaster l.ot.
She decided to leave after
finding glass next to the closest
empty space and only two call
boxes she could use for help.
Hurtl agrees, but as a driver
who attempts to park in the
Commonwealth l.ot that is
often overfilled, he has used
the l-ancaster I.ot and currently
uses ihe lots next to Case and
Brockton respectively as other
options.
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Eastern's retention rate up
COUNSELING CENTER OFFERS
WORKSHOPS TO HELP
STUDENTS STAY IN SCHOOL
BY MEGAN HANSEN

Managwg editor
Students who come to
Eastern arc more likely to
return to Kastern for their
sophomore year than students
who attend other colleges and
universities across the country.
Eastern has an unofficial
retention rate of l>r>.L' percent,
said Aaron Thompson. a~-s<>
date vice president o| enrollment management.
ACT released a report last
month that staled U.S. colleges
were not doing enough to help
students stay in school.
The report also said data
collected by ACT shows that
the national retention rate is
around 75 percent.
"What ACT does is lake
every four-year and Iwo-year
institution in the country and
averane their retention rates to
determine the national retention rate." Thompson said.
"When you have (institutions)
such as Harvard thrown into
the mix that are highly selective with enrollment, the average is going io hi' a loi higher
than if you look al schools that
have the same admission standards as Kastern."
Thompson said Kastern is
considered an open admissions
university since anyone with
a high school diploma, who
has taken the ACT or SAT can
attend.
The national retention
average for open admissions
schools is around (ili percent,
Thompson said.
"We are doinif Kreat compared to other open enrollmenl
institutions with retention but
we still have a long way to go,"
he said.
Thompson said Kastern's
retention rate of bT>.2 percent
does not include students who
do not return to Kastern but do
transfer to another "college or

university.
"If we were Io include Hans
fer students our retention rate
would be up close to 74 percent." he said.
ITiompson said he believes
Eastern does a lot of things
ri^hl to help students stay in
school but there are still things
llial could be done to improve.
Eastern has a good developmental education program
with K<>(>d summer education
opportunities. Thompson said.
There are also classes available to Students I'l help teach
them lime management skills
and study skills to help them
be successful while at Eastern.
Thompson believes being successful in school helps keep
students in school.
"Another thing we have
going thai helps our retention
is the honors program and
some other nationally known
degree programs we offer."
Thompson said. "It's also very
important for students to gel
involved with student organizations and on campus. The
better the community we build
for our students, the better
chance we have in keeping
them lure."
Thompson said he believes
one ihiiiL; Eastern could do
better to help students stay in
school is to build more retention-based programs across

campus.
"There needs to be better
coordination between all the
retention programs we offer."
he said.
'There is a need for more
retention programs for those
students not in developmental classes and not in the honors program, Thompson said.
Kastern needs Io also look at
what can be done to keep the
sophomores and juniors here.
Jen Walker, director of the
Counseling Center, believes
increased stress levels can

U

dents stay in school," she said.

We can do
more things for
retention than
we are doing
now.
—Aaron Thompson
Associate vice president ot
enrollment management

JJ
sometimes determine if a student stays in school
"(The Counseling Center)
conducted a mental health
survey in 2fK)2 and we found
that l'.\ percent of (Kastern)
students experienced stress
as a problem." Walker said.
"Students also said this stress
affected their grades."
Walker said poor performance in school is a factor
in whether or not a student
returns for his or her sophomore year of college.
To help students manage
stress, the Counseling Center
has developed a series of workshops to teach students how
to deal with stress and how
to work on managing time.
Walker said.
"(The Counseling Center) is
coming up with ways to reach
students in larger groups to
help them with their problems." Walker said.
Beginning next month,
the Counseling Center will be
starting the Tuesdays witli the
Counseling Center" program,
which will address stress and
other problems students face
that might affect their decision
to stay in school.
Walker believes if students
are not confident and comfortable in the major he or she
has chosen, the student may
be more likely to drop out of
school.
"A student's choice of major
and if they are comfortable
in that choice impacts if stu-

"Mosl college Students (loll't
know what thej want to do
and change their major al least
once while they are in school."
The counseling i enter
offers a one-hour course,
career-counseling seminar, to
help students make decide on
a major and career path
"\\V have abopt 6(Ml students a year take the class,"
Walker said "The class i- not
intended to keep students in
school. Over ii<i percent "i students who have taken the > lass
said, the class has helped them
to become more motivated in
college"
Walker said she believes
that if a student is motivated
they are more likely In slay in
school.
Kastern is very interested in
the students and their success.
Walker said.
"Some universities don'l pa>
as much attention to the overall
needs of their students as our
university does." she said.
The Counseling Center is
working with the residence
hall staffs and the resident
assistants on how to spot Iron
bled students and how i<> make
referrals to them. Walker said.
Thompson said there air a
variety of reasons why students
drop out of college.
"A majority of our students
say it is for financial' reasons."
he said. They do not necessarily mean the cost of tuition and
everything that comes with it
are too high, but they come
from modest financial situa
tions and they have children
or other family members they
feel they need to support. 'They
drop out because of the financial burden of going to school
and supporting a family at the
same time."
Kastern's retention rale has
increased over 1 percent from
til percent in 1998 until now.
Thompson said.
"We slill have a long wax In
go."' he said. "We can do more
things for retention than we
are doing now."

Reach Megak at
megan hansi>il"eku.edu

Resnet increases security;
Students required to
download new program
BY MEGAN JONES

Assistant news editor
Just when residential students thought they were safe
from KesNet upgrades. Cisco
Systems has brought a new cli
cut Io Kastern's network community.
Perfigo Inc.. the companj
responsible for the Smart
Enforcer client, was bought out
by Cisco Systems last fall for
S74 million, said a Cisco press
release.
"We have a lot of their hardware on campus,' said Lisa
Moore. Resnet coordinator.
"They purchased the company because they thought it
would complete some of their
security networks. It was an
area where they were lacking, and so Cisco purchased
Perfigo so they wouldn't have
Io develop it themselves." she
said.
Ihe new client. Cisco Clean
Access, works the same as the
semester-old Smart Enforcer

client.
Basically, a client works with
Ihe network to allow computers
Io connect with KesNet.
Before a computer can
access KesNet. Cisco Clean
Access has to check the computer to see if it has all of the
current updates for Windows
and Symantec virus scan.
"It's the same thing as
Smart Enforcer," Moore said.
"'Hie company got bought by
Cisco, and that's pretty much
the big change."
In order to install Cisco
Clean Access, Smart Enforcer
has Io be turned nil or uninstalled.
If it is not turned off. an
error message will appear.
That's the biggest problem
we've seen." Moore said.
Students are still able to
access the network with Smart
Knforcer currently, but soon
that opportunity will disappear.
An exact date has not been
decided at this time.
Some universities in
Kentucky had to shut down
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their KesNet systems because
of virus problems, and last fall
Kastern almost had to shut its
System down due Io oulbreaks.
"LasJ fall it was so bad on
campus that we almost had
io shut KesNet off. especially
when the Sasser worm came
out." Moore said. "If you
didn't have a firewall lurried
on. (viruses! would pretty
much gel on your computer
in default through the net
work. Windows Service Back
2 comes with a firewall, and
it does a good job HI keeping
those oil ii you have it turned
on. ... For people who don't
have Service Back 2, Zone
Alarm is also a good one We
hardly gel any questions about
firewalls al all."
The security issues ol the
nelwork and virus problems
prompted the implementation
of Smart Enforcer for ResNet's
L'.r)iHltoL'.7(Klus.rs
Virus problems dropped
significantly with implementation of Smari Enforcer last
semester.
"A lot of universities were
doing (the Smari Enforcer systern) years before we did it."
she said.
Moore advises students to
keep their computers up-todate, especially with a virus
scan and in gel a program in
remove spyware. such as \<|
Aware SE Personal or Spybot.
"Spyware is one of the biggest problems we've seen." she
said
Tor the Cisco Clean Access
client upgrade and ihe AdAware SE Personal or Spybot
spyware removal tools, visit
BupporLresnet.eku.edu.
A free trial edition of
/one Alarm can be found al
zonelabs.com.Resnet can be
reached at 622-3050.
"If you have any trouble,
just give us a call." Moore said.
"We have extended our hours
until !' p.m.. Monday through
Ihursday."
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► News Quiz
OK, boys and girls. It's time
to test your knowledge of
what's going on at Eastern.
If you don't know the answers,
don't worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and
you can cheat.
President Bush has
plans to raise funds
for what?
%
a) The Giles Gallery
b) Pell Grants
c) Aramark
^ The geography
m
department held
m
a colloquium last
^^
week to discuss
what?
a) Tsunamis
b) Volcanoes
c The Blue Grass Army Depot

^_
The Richmond City
m
Commission passed
W
the first reading of
^^
an ordinance to ban
what?
a) Keg parties
b) Transportation of chemical
munitions through Richmond
city limits
c) Parades
Jason Lee/Progress

Eastern should take stand on depot issues
With the potential of 523 tons of nerve and blister agents

transport the weapons at the depot to an incinerator in either

passing through Richmond on its way to be disposed of, one

Alabama or Arkansas. This would put Eastern at a serious

would think (atk of the chemical weapons stored at the Blue

risk, but little is being done to promote discussion or provide

Grass Army Depot would be more common around Eastern's

information to students.
Eastern does not exist in a vacuum. If something happened

campus.
In fact, when has Eastern ever talked about the depot,

at the depot or in the transportation of the chemical weapons,
the university would be one of the first locations affected.

which lies just a few miles down the road on U.S. 25?
Many students come to the university completely unaware

The university is a large part of Madison County and has

of the chemical stockpile and oftentimes find out about the

the potential of having a very big voice when it comes to

depot from friends or local media rather than from Eastern,

expressing an opinion on the depot.

What is this?

It is unfortunate Eastern would rather sit back tight-lipped

which is supposed to be looking out for the best interests of

than take a stand and allow the campus community to com-

the students.
In order to meet a 2012 deadline the government set for all
chemical stockpile destruction, the United States may have to

municate on issues facing the destruction of the chemical
stockpile.

Marcie McDowell/Progress

% a) A student playing in
a puddle during Clay Hall
flooding.
b) The latest Abercrombie &
Fitch advertisement.
c) A student showering in the
residence hall showers.

► Campus Comments
Eastern's student retention rate is 65.2percent. The Studio editor Brittney Haynes asked students what Eastern has done to keep them in school.
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My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on
campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,(XX)
words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office
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column.
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► letters to the editor

'Gun Girl' misses
Night supervisor defends job position rifle competitions

In response to last week's
article, "Security MeasureS"
it would seem that its author
would like for the positions of
desk worker and night supervisor to be nixed.
Seeing that the new security system, costly as it may
have been, is now in place, I
believe it will be a permanent
fixture.
Fortunately for me, a night
supervisor, I believe my position will also be a permanent fixture ... at least in this
decade.
• Perhaps someday we will
have retinal scans and cameras that scan the faces of passersby here at EKU. Not that
1 am advocating for such a
sci-fi scenario, but I can conceive it in the distant future.
Back to reality for now
though. As Housing Director
Kenna Middleton stated in
regard to the status of desk
workers and night sups,
we are "receptionists of the
building."

She understands that we
provide services to the building beyond "dealing with system glitches," as the author
of "Security" stated.
And to this author, I must
ask the question, "Have you
ever actually sat near the
front desk all night from midnight until 8 a.m.?"
I'm guessing "no," or
you would likely know that,
beyond watching the front
door, we take care of the following: noise violations, filling out maintenance requests,
keeping track of community
supplies and recreational
equipment, doing rounds to
make sure you stay safe, acting as a local 411 by giving
out requested phone numbers, not to mention we are
occasionally "counselors."
I challenge you to spend
ONE NIGHT sitting by the
front desk ... but only when
you don't have class the next
morning.
As Director Middleton

mentioned, even with the
new system, it is possible for
someone to trail in behind
residents of the dorm.
So, do you propose that
the university do away with
visitation altogether?
Hmmm ... no. don't think
that will go over well.
Also, if there are no night
supervisors or desk workers,
just whom do you propose to
have get up at 4 a.m. and go
close the back door when the
alarm-is blaring?
Would you like to volunteer to do that?
Do you also want to wake
up again at 3 a.m. and let
our snack machine guy in?
Doubtful:
With all due respect to the
author, who I am glad stated
his/her views on the new
system. I feel compelled to
defend my and my co-workers' job position.
So I must end by stating
that, for all its current shortcomings. I applaud the new

security system.
It makes me feel safer.
Oh. which reminds me of
how last semester an obviously inebriated man. not
a student, wandered into a
lobby late one night to use
the restroom.
I seriously doubt this guy
knew the men's from the
women's restroom. but by
the time I could have called
Public Safety to the building,
he was on his way.
That is a good reason
for the multi-level security
system of door locks, night
supervisors, RHCs on duty
and public safety ... I doubt
anyone wants him wondering
around.
I would also like to take
this moment to thank Public
Safety for checking on us
late at night and for always
responding quickly when
they are needed.
Angie Cornett,
Night supervisor

Hi-tech jobs 'moving toward extinction'
I noticed that your article. Mission: Job Possible,
which was printed on Jan.
13, 2005, is partly wrong.
1 can confidently challenge this article and
win because I am basing my analysis on "Wall
Street Journal." "Business
Week." "Forbes." "Time."
"Newsweek." "U.S. News
& World Report." "CNN,"
"MSNBC." "Fox News." etc.,
plus my own experiences
and other people's experiences in job searches.
Most of the hi-tech industry in America is moving
toward extinction because
China and India are aggressively and successfully moving forward in dominating
hi-tech industry globally.
The American workers
in hi-tech industry in the
U.S.A. are on a "sinking
ship."
Therefore. I do not
expect to see hi-tech related careers to be listed m
your article.

When I use the term "hitech industry," I am referring to the fields of computer, electronics, aerospace,
engineering and so on.
I know many people in
Richmond. Lexington and
all over America who have
college degrees in various areas including hi-tech
areas and are currently
unemployed or underemployed.
Forexample.Iknowsome
people who graduated from
the University of Kentucky
with engineering degrees
are currently unemployed
or working in menial jobslow paying jobs.
Some of them have several years of work experience before getting laid-off.
I also know many students, who graduated from
Ivy League colleges such
as Harvard University, are
having difficult times finding real jobs in today's
America.
This is a clear indication
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that the economy for most
Americans is failing miserably.
I contacted the editor of "Business Week"
about the severe shortage
of real, good jobs in America and deteriorating U.S.
hi-tech industry, and they
recently published several
articles substantiating my
analysis. See "Business
Week," December 6 issue
for more information.
You also need to read the
book. "Shifts in the Social
Contract: Understanding
Change in America Society,"
by Beth A. Rubin.
This book explains in
detail, why America was
a lot better economically in 1950s and 1960s than
in 2005.
It is very important for
a nation who wants to have
a prospering economy for
all its citizens, to have very
strong hi-tech and low-tech
industries because many of
these jobs in these indus-
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tries help create many jobs
directly and indirectly.
I want to challenge anyone face-to-face who does
not think there is severe
shortage of real, good jobs
in America.
I have plenty of evidence,
documents and witnesses to
prove that there is severe
shortage of real, good jobs
in America.
We also can demonstrate the difficulty of finding and obtaining a real job
by live demonstrations.
In Kentucky and all over
America, many American
companies have closed and
moved to foreign countries.
I cannot stand back and
watch The Progress print an
article that is misleading or
wrong on issues of availability of the jobs in America.
So, 1 am expecting you to
print this message in your
next issue.
Paul Yearly,
Student

Since transferring to
Eastern in the spring of 2004.
I have experienced the most
unfortunate condition: shooting withdrawal.
Yes. I mean bang-bang,
shooting with a rifle withdrawal. I didn't earn the high
school nickname of "gun girl"
for nothing.
Now you have to understand the sport in which I
compete. It does not include
clay targets, but rather stationary; however, the target
is only slightly larger than
a quarter and the "ten ring"
is the size of the head of a
needle.
From 50 feet on dim.
indoor range, this target
would appear darn near
impossible to drill. I might
add that the nearly 15 pound
Anschutz 2013 Olympic-style,
precision rifle I use is fairly
cumbersome. The lack of a
scope is another handicap.
Rifle competitors have
many skills to hone and
many obstacles to overcome
to become talented in the
sport.
I got my start through
Owen County 4-H Shooting
Sports. It was a sport that for
once I excelled at, and I found
myself soon putting away my
Grandpa's 1934 .22 caliber
Marlin for my first Anschutz
junior rifle, an Achiever.
After shooting with the
Bluegrass Junior Rifle Club
under the direction of several coaches, including the
University of Kentucky Rifle
Coach Harry Mullins, and at
the start of my senior year of
high school. I had a difficult
decision to make, where to
continue my sport as a collegian.
After a lot of thought and
campus visits. I decided to
take early signing with Xavier
University in Cincinnati.
Ohio.

My freshman year was tremendous in the amount of
growth I experienced with
my shooting abilities. Almost
immediately I was one of five
starters and well on my way
to qualifying in the NCAA
Sectionals.
The entire year was an
incredible experience: a fiveday trip to Alaska to shoot for
one day was a great perk.
Traveling to various colleges within the Atlantic 10
Conference was fun as well.
There are countless charter
bus memories.
The competition year climaxed during the 2003 NCAA
National Competition at West
Point in New York.
The campus and surrounding area was beautiful and
our team's performance was
as well.
Out of four freshman and
three upperclassmen. all four
freshmen were starters on
the NCAA competition team,
lead by a senior.
In 2003. my team and I celebrated a second place finish
over our rivals.
The feeling of standing in
front of the NCAA banner
holding a trophy in front of
your competitors and having
flashes explode all around
you is nothing short of
incredible.
The victory had made
daily two-hour practices, the
lugging of heavy equipment
everywhere and the oftenoverwhelming responsibility of being a student-athlete
worth the work.
Since the pursuit of my
journalism major brought me
to Eastern, few days pass
when I don't miss the rush
of competition, the smell of
hot gun powder, and the challenge of improving upon my
very own accuracy and precision.
While the bottom line is
1 miss shooting now that I
can't practice or compete as
much as I would like. I'll go
ahead and just throw out that
I am up for any challenges
but I'll warn you. 1 will win.
Whitney Prather is a
junior journalism major from
Owenton. She is a Copy editor
for The Progress.

Corrections
In the Jan. 20 issue of The Eastern Progress, a singer in a front page
photograph was misidentified. Rickey Readus performed with the EKU
Gospel Ensemble during the musical praise celebration and reception
in Brock Auditorium as part of Eastern's Martin Luther King Jr. Day
activities.
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as
needed on the Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to the editor by noon Monday
before publication on Thursday.
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City to pass ordinance banning chemical transport
BY KASEY DOYLE

News editor

US Army photo
Chemical weapon projectiles stored at the Blue Grass Army Depot
could be moved out of state to an incinerator

Transportation of chemical
weapons through Richmond
city limits may not be an option
for the Blue Grass Army
Depot. The Richmond City
Commission passed the first
reading of an ordinance to ban
transport of chemical weapons within city limits Tuesday
night.
Robert Blythe. member of the Richmond City
Commission and professor of
mathematics at Kastern. said
the commission determined
moving the weapons was not
the safest option.
"We do not support moving
the weapons," Blythe said.
According to a press release
from the U.S. Army Chemical
Materials Agency, the Army
received official direction from
the Department of Defense
to consider and evaluate the
relocation of the chemical
weapons stockpile across the
United States. The Department
of Defense also directed the
Army to investigate and devel-

op other alternatives, including
evaluating relocation options.
The reason for these evaluations is to develop alternatives to achieve an April 2()\\i
deadline for the 100 percent
destruction of the U.S. chemical stockpile.
Tile Blue Grass Army 1 >epot
is facing possible delays in the
disposal of the chemical weapons due to substantial funding
cuts within George \V. Bush's
preliminary L'lHIfS fiscal budget.
The budget cuts would
delay the construction of a
plant to chemically neutralize
the 523 tons of decay inn blister
and nerve agents at the depot.
The Department of Defense'
has directed tin' Army to study
alternatives to dispose of the
weapons. One of these alternatives is to transport the chemical weapons to another incineration plant.
The closest plant is in
Anniston. Ala., which is about
;58() miles from Richmond. A
report by the Associated Press
slated Anniston could be ;i
logical destination lor weapon-.
now stored in Kentucky

"I'm a little disappointed that
this is even a consideration at
this stage of the game." Blythe
said. He said several years ago
the Army indicated moving the
materials was not safe.
The Madison County fiscal court and the city of Berea
have alst) discussed passing
ordinances similar to the
one developed by the city of
Richmond. Blythe said.
Michael Bryant, director of the Chemical Stockpile
Emergency Preparedness
Program, said the Army has
discussed plans to build an
entrance and exit ramp at
Duncannon I.ane to Interstate
75 in order to avoid passing
through Richmond city limits.
File United States is part
of the Chemical Weapons
Convention, which is an international treaty that calls for
the destruction of all chemical
weapon stockpiles.
The United States is supposed to have 45 percent of the
chemicals destroyed by April
29. The 1(10 percent destruction deadline is April 29. 2007.
but the United States received

an extension last year that
moved the date to Dec. 31,
2007. its 45 percent destruction deadline.
According to the CMA
press release, it is expected
the government will apply for
a one-time, five year overall
destruction deadline of April
29, 2012.
A major consideration for
passing the ordinance is tinthreat of terrorist attacks.
Blythe said. F.xposing the
weapons and moving them
from where they are securely
stored is unsafe and makes the
weapons a prime target for terrorists.
Blythe also said the federal
government could have the
last word, despite the decision
to ban transport of the chemicals by the City of Richmond.
"Obviously we're disappointed." Bryant said, but he
said the mission of CSEPP is to
protect the people of Madison
County no matter what the
Army decides to do.
Reach Kasey at
kasey _ doyle 7@eku. edit

All 'A' tournament returns
to Eastern Wednesday
BY BOB FLYNN

News writer

It's basketball time again.
The Touchstone Energy All
A Classic returns to Alumni
Coliseum for the 15th year,
Feb. 2-7.
"Over 50.000 visitors to the
tournament each year bring
$2.5 million into the local econ
omy." I.ori Barnes, Executive
1 director of Richmond Tourism,
said.
It takes more than :!IM) volunteers to make th<' five-day
event a success. Mail) of those
volunteers are Eastern students.
"It is really a lot of
fun." Angela Messamore.

Panhullenic Council president,
said. "I.ist year we worked as
ticket taker-- at the doors and
also in the cheerleader hospitality room."
"This helps because The All
"A" doesn't have to pay people
to do this and it really helps
us to get our name out to a lot
of high schools." Messamore
said.
About 25 members of prolessor John McChesney's special events and programming
class worked last year's event.
"This year, along with working the tournament, the class
will be completing a Critique of
tin- event as part of an assignment. The critiepje is to see
if there are ways of making

the event better," McChesney
said.
Any student or campus
organization wishing to volunteer for this year's tournament
should contact Barnes at 6228474.
"The volunteers work fivehour shifts as ushers, taking
up tickets, working the hospitality rooms and in concessions." Barnes said.
The opening session of the
tournament begins at 9 a.m.
Wednesday and the tournament ends on Sunday with the
boy's championship game at
3 p.m.
Reach Bob at
bobby _flynn2<®eku. edu

Progress file photo
Players from Hazard High School celebrate their victory during the All "A" Classic last year in Alumni
Coliseum's McBrayer Arena. The tournament returns to Eastern from Wednesday through Sunday
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BY STEPHANIE SCHELL
Accent editor

Michael Coleman's
brain is completely balanced. After neuropsychological analysis. Coleman
found out he does not
have a dominant side to
his brain, as most people
do. This could explain why
he is able to do the same
things with both left and
right hands. Coleman is
ambidextrous with a nonbiased brain.
According to faqs.org,
when the right side of the
brain is dominant, it yields
a left-handed person.
Coleman, an 18-yearold freshman, physical
education major from
Blanchester. Ohio, has
experienced what its like
to be both right and lefthanded. With a perspective such as this, it is fair
for him to say the world is
right-hand biased.
"I've seen the (left-handed products)," Coleman
said. "It costs a few cents
more. It's absolutely not
fair."
Left-handed
desks,
notebooks, scissors or
a computer mouse are a
few left-handed products
that have hit the market in
attempts to make lefties'
lives a little easier. But
Coleman said he still buys
right-handed products
because of the price and
the versatility he personally has.
"We spend so much
time making everything
equal," Coleman said.

ess determined biologically
«W,re spend so much time making
everything equal and left-handed
people have to spend more for a
notepad or computer mouse.
—Michael Coleman
Student

"And left-handed people
have to spend more for
a notepad or computer
mouse."
Margaret Hite, on the
other hand, has always
favored her left hand. Hite
is a fifth grade teacher at
The Model Laboratory
School. She has experienced, in her younger
days, the disadvantages
of being left-handed and
the accommodations now
made for lefties.
Growing up, Hite had
problems in sports being
left-handed. Serving in
volleyball was difficult for
her, along with having to
use right-handed scissors
upside down. Now, Hite is
grown and sees the perks
of being a lefty.
"When teaching kindergarten," Hite said, "parents (of left-handed students) are excited to see a
left-handed teacher."
Debbie Brown, director of Model Elementary
Laboratory, said the
school is better at accommodating the young students with unattached
seats to table tops instead
of right-handed arm rests
on desks. They provide

yy

diagrams for left-handed
students to better teach
them how to write from
right-handed instructors.
"We have been blessed
with left-handed teachers."
Brown said.
Hite used to feel the
world was right-hand dominated. She now feels there
are more accommodations
for left-handed people.
"I don't hear people
discuss it as an issue anymore," Brown said.
Hite said when she has
to she will use her right
hand to write. While in
India she had to respect
the customs of the people
of India and always use
her right hand. In that
part of India, using the left
hand was offensive to the
Indian people. She said
she would sit on her hand
to keep her from using her
left hand out of habit.
What causes people
to be either right or left
handed?
Left-handed.com stated
a dominant hand is typically chosen from generic
reasons. Two popular
genefic theories, according to the Web site, have
been published explaining

the reason behind left and
right-hand dominance.
Theory one is natural selection produced a
majority of humans with
control of speech and language, which is processed
in the left side of the brain,
making the person righthanded.
Theory two is genetics.
Two genes in the human
body are responsible for
deciding left or right-hand
dominance. The D gene,
dextral, means the rights
handed gene is more frequent in the population.
This promotes right-hand
dominance in humans.
The C gene, meaning
chance, is less likely to
show up in the gene pool.
When the gene is present it provides a 50 percent chance of the individual being left handed.
The hand preference is
randomly determined.
Culture and pressures of
society can influence this.
The same Web site
stated about 15 percent of
the population is left-handed. This statistic shows
an obvious dominance of
right-handed people.
Right-handed Chad
Horsley, a 19-year-old
freshman, forensic science
major of Imcasville. Ohio,
said he sees no advantage
with being right handed,
but he does believe the
world is more accommodating to right-handed
people.
Horsley said some
equipment designed for
right-handed people can
be used equally as well by

lefties. He used a paintball
gun as an example.
Not only can one have
a dominant hand, it is pos> }
sible for one to have a |
dominant leg as well.
"In soccer you're either
left or right-footed," said
student Joe Martin, 19, of
Richmond. "It's the foot
you pass with."
. It is typically the
planted when he jumps.
The effect of having
obvious dominant leg,
Martin said, is one leg can
become more developed
than the other. He figured
this out when he was 10.
Being the majority of
the world is right handed, it can become second nature to adapt to
right-handed equipment,
according to faqs.org. The
Web site also stated righthanded people could have
more trouble and appear
more awkward using lefthanded equipment than
lefties using right-handed
equipment.
Anythingleft-handed.
co.uk has an assortment
of left-handed products
such as knives, scissors,
sport equipment, pens and
rulers.
The world may be
majority right-handed people, but accommodations
have been made to help
lefties be more comfortable with their dominant
hand.
Things have changed."
Hite said.
Reach Stephanie a
Stephanie _schctl@eku. edu

Student feels lefties are left out
BY TRACY HANKY
Editor

Life is full of
challenges. One of
mine is being lefthanded.
For 20 years
I have lived in a
world that caters
to right-handed
people, and I am
constantly remindcy Haney
ed of the disadvanIs a |unlor
tages lefties face.
journalism
Auditorium
major from
seating is just one
Lexington.
example. 1 can
remember the
first time I sat in an auditorium with
foldout tables at each seat for taking
notes. I thought this was a brilliant
idea, but was quickly disappointed

when I realized it is impossible to
use the tables if you are left-handed.
While right-handed people sit back
ami enjoy this luxury, we lefties are
forced to bring notebooks or clip
boards to auditoriums in order to
take notes.
In elementary school I always
hated arts and crafts because I could
never cut straight lines with the
right-handed scissors. My thumb
always felt awkward in the hole that
was meant for die index finger of a
right-handed child. Eventually I just
gave up and asked my mom to buy
me my own lefty scissors to carry in
my school box.
Other than putt putt, I had never
played golf before until this past
summer when my brother, who is
also left handed, gave me his old set
of clubs. I went to the driving range

and practiced some shots, but didn't
feel comfortable because his clubs
were for men and a little too tall for
me.
I searched everywhere in
Lexington for women's left-handed
golf clubs. When I saw how many
clubs there were at Dick's Sporting
Goods in Hamburg Pavilion, I
thought there might be hope, but
the look on the sales associate's face
when I told him what I was looking
for gave me my answer.
For now I have given up on
golf, but, if I ever want to take up
the sport. 1 will probably have to go
online to some specialty Web site
to overpay for left-handed women's
clubs, tf they even make them at all.
When I go out to eat, I always
have to keep in mind where I am sitting so I don't bump elbows with the

person next to me and am constantly
moving my drink from the right side
to the left.
''iven right now as 1 am typing,
the mouse I am using is on the right
side of the keyboard. There are so
many adjustments left-handed people have to make in order to live in a
right-handed society, but I wouldn't
change the fact I am left-handed for
anything.
Even though it is something I
don't have control over, being a lefty
makes me feel unique. I hope all of
you lefties out there feel the same
way. And. if you know where I can
get left-handed women's golf clubs,
please tell me.
Reach Tracy at
tracy_haney5@eku.edu

Photo illustration by Brooke Rasor'Progress
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FAB promotes healthy living Actors needed
to rob putt-putt
u
PROGRAM

BY CARRIE HARRIS

Around&About editor

HELPS GROUP
GET FIT
d&About editor

l-'or students', faculty and
-i.ill who want to adopl a
healthier lifestyle, but need a
Kroup "I people to keep them
motivated, FAB is here to help.
FAB, which stands for food,
activity and behavior, is a program started last semester by
Amanda Woods, health educator, and Erin Scarberry, registered dietician and a professor
at Fastern.
"I run and I always had difficult) finding a partner so I
thought other people would be
in the same situation." Woods
said. "So then I talked to Frin
about it and we teamed up."
Graduate assistant Koaxana
lamijani was then recruited
In help net the program under
way
She agreed because she
i- working on her master's
degree in community nutrition
and knew volunteering in the
program would help her gain
beneficial work experience.
According to the l-AM program description, the program's goal is "to have participants gain new information
about nutrition and exercise,
which will enable them to
adopt a healthy lifestyle."
I he program description
also states "the mission of FAB
is to provide an opportunity for
faculty, students and staff to
Irani and adopt a healthy life-
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Marae McDowell/Progress
Crystal Allen, a junior French major, and Mindy Bullock, a senior French major, get in shape at fhe
Fitness and Wellness Center on Tuesday afternoon.

style through support, nutrition and exercise."
"It's lor people who want
to change but don't have the
support. There are often barriers lor people who want to
have a healthier lifestyle, and
we are here lo. connect (those
people)." Woods said.
In other words, anyone
in need of a workout partner
should be able to find one at
the FAB sessions, along with
some healthy living lips and a
support group of friends.
During a typical session,
participants start with their
weekly weigh in.
"This is always private."
Tamijani said.
After the weigh in. workout
tips will be provided, a certain
topic concerning healthy living
.will be discussed, questions

will be answered and the pre
vious workout week will be
reviewed.
Participants do not spend

the lime during the sessions
working out.
The workout sessions are
done on the participants' own
time, and the FAB sessions are
used to provide aid.
However. Woods said, walking sessions are made available "if requested."
Lasl semester the program
started out strong with many
members, but as the semester
progressed the group started
to taper off and ended with 10
consistent members. By the
end. these 10 members lost
over 40 pounds as a group.
"This program is suitable
for those wanting to make
changes and have decided to
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make changes and need support...We promise a healthy
lifestyle, not diets or quick
fixes," Tamijani said.
The faculty and staff sessions are held on Thursdays at
noon in fhe Rowlett Building
Student sessions are held
on Tuesdays or Wednesdays at
5 p.m. in the TV lounge of the
Fitness and Wellness Center.
As of now, 35 faculty and
staff members have already
signed up. as well as 24 students.
There is no limit lo the
number of members. To join,
e-mail Tamijani at roaxana_
tamijani@eku.edu or Woods
at amanda.woods@eku.edu as
soon as possible.
Reach Carrie at
carrie_harrif46@eltu.edu

For seniors in the Honors
Program, an honors thesis
is just one of the many steps
toward graduation. For Stephen
Troncone. a senior English
major, and Aaron Burkholder,
a senior Fnglish and Spanish
major, an honors thesis means
looking for actors to star in
their movie.
"It's a small-scale caper that
focuses on two college-age
characters and their scheme."
Troncone said.
And what exactly is that
scheme?
"The video is about college kids robbing a putt-putt,"
Troncone said.
Burkholder wrote the story
last summer in the middle of
the night. That's probably how
I came up with it. I was up too
late," he said.
The men expect the video to
be about 20 minutes long and
take two weeks to shoot.
On F'eb. 1, they are having
a casting call at 7 p.m. in the
Case Annex. The first gathering is going to be an informational meeting where the pair
will explain to all who are interested what will be required of
those who are cast.
They are looking for five
males and two females to play
the parts of a waitress, a male
and female employee of puttputt and college students.
"Mostly what we're looking
for are people who are willing
to participate. It should only
take two weeks to film, but
you have to be committed the
whole two weeks," Burkholder
said
The main idea behind shooting the video is to have fun.

....you don't
need to have
any acting
experience.
We don't have
any directing
experience
either.

—Aaron Burkholder

Video Co-director

Anyone can audition, even
those who have never acted.
"We want to stress that you
don't have to have any acting
experience. We don't have any
directing experience either."
Burkholder said.
Most people may not be
able to view this video. The two
said that it's not being made for
anything other than the thesis.
However, they aren't turning
down opportunities to show off
their work.
"If we find an outlet (to
play it in) we won't pass it up."
Burkholder said.
Anyone interested is invited to attend the informational
meeting; sign-up sheets will be
provided for participants.
If nothing else, come for the
experience. Burkholder said.
"It's always fun to say you auditioned for something."
Reach Carrie at
carrie_harris46iSeku. edu

Richmond Mall and
Formal Affair Present
A Formal Fashion Show

>

4^

January 21-22, 28-29,
February 5-6
Find Your Formal Wear
at the Richmond Mall
For more information, call
Formal Affair at
624-4418

Who's That?
Kelly McKinney. editor
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Geography professor winner of multiple awards
B*_KELLY MCKINNFV

David Zurick
has received
several awards:

Who's that editor

David Zurich's appearance
shows thai IK'S spent a lot of
time in warm climates, His sldn
is deeply lanned; his hair is a
sandy color that only comes
from the sun.
The professor of geography
came to Eastern from Hawaii,
where he obtained his doctorate
in geography at the University
of Hawaii. He's also spent time
in India, Nepal and Mexico as
well as numerous other plans
Zurich brings his experiences to the classroom.
"Dr. Zurick was particularly
engaging in class because of
his ability to relate the subject
material to life experiences, said
Jeff Mertz, a former student of
his. "He has been around the
world and back more than once,
and his stories always give his
classes color and relevance."
Zurick's most recent trip
was this past fall. He went on a
research trip in northern India
to study landscape change.
Zurick said the area he was
studying was very remote and
rugged, and he was required to
do a lot of trekking.
Also during this trip. Zurick
followed the Ganges River to its
source.-a snow-capped mountain considered by Hindus to be
one of the holiest mountains in
the Himalayas, he said.
Zurick is very interested in
the Himalayas.
"As a geographer, what I
study is the nature of places.
but my area of expertise and
specialization is the Himalaya."
he said. "I enjoy the landscape,
and that's what initially took me
there."
Currently he's shifting his
focus to sacred places.
"My work over the past sev-

• 2002 Distinguished
Service Award from the
Association of American
Geographers
• 2000 College of Arts
and Sciences Research
Award
• 2000 Choice Award for
his book "Himalaya: Life
on the Edge of the
World"
• 2003 EKU Student
Government
Distinguished Education
Leader Award

Marcie McDowell/Progress
David Zurick has traveled all over the world for his work and for
pleasure. His main interest is the Himalayan region.

eral years is moving away from
the empirical approach that I
was taking earlier, and it's dealing more with people's philosophical points of view and how
these translate to the ways that

people connect with one another," he said. "In the Himalaya.
there's a sense of sacredness
about these places."
Zurick's work and research
in his field won him a 2002

Distinguished Service Award
from the Association of
American Geographers, the
Asian Geography Specialty
Group and a 2000 College ol
Arts and Sciences Research
Award.
Research is not the only
thing Zurick is passionate
about. His former hobby, photography, has turned into ,i passion as well. This fits in well
with his career, since he primar
ily photographs landscapes.
"I'm very visually oriented.
and my geography these days
relies heavily on photography.''
he said. Zurick also frequently
uses it in class.

"Thai visual nature ofgeographj is wry strong, and I'm
attracted to ii anil I think my
students also are, and it helps
them learn things, so I use pho
tography in a very constructive
way, and I'm deeply engaged
with it." Zurick said
Some of his pictures along
with articles he's written have
been published. He's also writ
ten several books, including
"Himalaya: life on the Edge of
the World." which won a 2(XX)
Choice Award.
Zurick also won a 2003
KK1 '/Student Government
Distinguished Educational
Leader Award for "Exceptional

alleniooii is to take my truck
out to tin- countryside and look
for locks " he said laughingly.
Zurick also enjoys kayaking
and canoeing
Zurick chose in settle in
Kentucky because here he has
the opportunity to do what he
likes.
"I enjo) working with
undergraduate students, and
I found that I could i oinbine
that interest with my interests
ill research and writing here."
hi' said.
Zurick said thai Eastern has
been very supportive of his
work, which hi- appreciates He
also said that Eastern is per

Classroom Performance."

forming a much-needed service

Another former student
of his. Ryan Bums, spoke ol
Zurick's leaching.
"His geography 101 class
demonstrated how geography
is in fact inextricably linked to
our everyday lives, and this
class is what persuaded me to
become a geography major."
he said.
Hums also said that a dozen
students in the class praised
Zurick's teaching at the end of
the semester. He also spoke
ol Zurick's performance as his
adviser.
"Not only did he assist until figuring out my class schedule, he also put a lot of thought
into where I was going as an
individual." he said!
Zurick's wile is an artist so
her schedule is very flexible
and she joins him in some ol
his travels. Unlike Zurick, who
is originally from Michigan, sinis from Kentucky.
Zurick and his wife share the
enjoyment ol gardening, but
while she grows (lowers and
vegetables, hi- does landscape
gardening.
"I've become a rock nut. \ly
idea ol a good time on a Sunday

here.
"I appreciate the fad that this
university is striving towards
meeting the needs ol a (Mipulation that has been under served
historically." he said
Zurick is happy in bring his
different experiences and perspectives to that population, he
said.
His goal lor the future is to
find the answer to a question
he considers to be very important "Ultimately, what I'm really
interested in is how we view the
world around us. and as that
world around us changes, do
we correspondingly change our
views;'" he said.
He said he is interested in
finding out the answer to this
question generally, but more
specifically in the Himalayas.
and especially in sacred places
Zurick has made his
home hen- in Richmond, but
there's no doubt he will continue to travel tin world lor his
research, his leaching and his
writing and also in search of the
answer he seeks.

Reach Kelly at
belly mckinneyl0@tku.edu

THURSDAY

SATURDAY

vs. Murray State
Women 5:30 PM
Men 7:30 PM

vs. UT Martin
Men 2:00 PM
Women 5:00 PM

vs. Morehead St
Women 5:30 PM
Men 8:00 PM

BE ON LIVE TV!

Sponsored by
UPS

Sponsored by
the Richmond Register

Maroon Night/Live TV

Fat

Anthem®^

Free T-Shirts!

FREE T-shirts and Spirit Shakers
provided by
SGA and EKU Athletics

333
Students, See You
at the Game!
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Protecting the house
Marcie McDowell/Progress
No 1-seeded doubles team Tom Wospil (left) and Chase
Armstrong defeated Wright State's Rodrigo Lama and Lukasz
Soswa in Sunday's match. Eastern won the match 4-3.

Colonels drop
S. Illinois 4-3
BY TODD PURVIS

litoi
w iih the first three matches DI iIn- spring season out
ol tli« wa\. the men's tennis
learn came away with a record
ol 2-1. witii victories coming
over l.ipscomb and Southern
Illinois. The Colonels fell in
their lirsi match of the season
'.I to Wright State.
"It was real bin to go 2-1
this weekend lor our confidence level." Oertel said. "It's
a great way to start tin' sea
son."
Eastern returns to action at
H) a.m. this Wednesday to host
Abilene Christian University.
The Colonels picked lip
their second straight win ol
tin season Sunday, by defeating Southern Illinois 4-3.
"Southern Illinois was the
best team there this weekend
of the three teams we played."
• Intel said. "Friday wasn't a
very good loss, but then we
came back Sunday and got a
win against a team that was
belter than Wright State."
Eastern picked up its first
point in the contest in doubles
play, as the Colonels swept,the
competition. The number one
seeded pair of Tom Wospil and
Chase Armstrong knocked
off Rodrigo Luna and Lukasz
Soswa '.is (7 1). while the number two team of Lars (iratzki
and N.ic Brenner defeated
Tomas (ionzoles and Julian
Bolero 8-2. Eastern's number three team ot Frederico
doinalves and Mario Simic
defeated Alex Momicos and

Nick Bauer 9-7.
"We went 9-0 in doubles this
weekend, which is a remarkable slat." Oertel said.
Eastern picked up its third
point in the match when No. 1
seeded Grazki downed 1-aiOT
in three sets 7-t>. 3-6 and 6-2.
"Lara was L'-l at No. 1."
Oertel said. "Anytime you're
over .500at No.l it's an accomplishment."
Wospil scored the third
point lor the Colonels as he
beat Nomicos in straight sets
Iv7. <>-l and W.

Armstrong fell at the No.
3 spot to Gonzolez 2-6", 5-7,
before Brenner secured the
Eastern point at the No. 4 position defeating Soswa 4i>. 6-4
and fi-4.
"It was a rial gully, gritty,
hard-foughl performance for
our guys," Oertel said. "The
team spirit was phenomenal.
When you're playing a team
that you're so close with, often
the little things like team spirit
make the difference."
After the Colonels had the
match in hand. No. 5-seeded
(ioncalves and No.ti-sceded
richa Chikuni's matches
were cut short, as both fell byscores of K-4 and 8-2 respectively.
"It was definitely one of the
best wins thai we've had here
at Eastern In recent program
history," Oertel said.
I jpscomb vs. Eastern
Eastern picked up its first
win of the season with a (i-1
victory over l.ipscomb last

See TENNIS, B5

Marcio McDowell/Progress
Freshman guard Ashlee Cazee scored 38 points combined in last
week's victories over Jacksonville State and Samford. Cazees

play earned her the honor of being named OVC Freshman of the
Week Eastern hosts Murray State today at 5.30 p.m.

Cazee leads Eastern
in conference play
COLONELS
MOVE TO 5-1
IN LEAGUE
BJIBBANDQN ROBERTS

-4ssisra'i/ sfxyils editor
Eastern's lady Colonels
remained perfect on their
current home stand grabbing
a pair of wins this past week
Ohio Valley Conference
foe Jacksonville Slate lost at
the hands of the Colonels by
a sci IIC nl 75-63.
Tin happy to gel the
wins," Coach Larry Joe
Inman said. "I think it is yreat
to be 5-1 in the OVC right
now."
Eastern (lti-7. 5-1) got
some outstanding play from

freshman Ashley Ca/ee in
the contest. Her 21 points,
five assists and four steals
earned her OVC" Freshman
ol the Week honors.
"For a freshman she's
doing a real good job." Inman
said oi Cazee.
Senior I'ani (iarreii
amassed 12 points and \2
rebounds to earn her first
double-double of the season.
Senior Miranda Eckerle
continued her great season
by also earning a double-double. Eckerle had Hi rebounds
lo go along with \2 points and
moved into I5lh on Eastern's
all-time points list.
"Miranda continues lo play
well." Inman said. "She is
playing steady; I'am darrett
is playing steady: Candis
Cook is playing steady. We've
got good, balanced scoring
but our defense has in jjpj

See OVC, BS

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Junior guard Laura Shelton drives past a Samford defender in
Saturday's 61-55 victory. Shelton scored 12 points in the game.

Several injuries
motivated senior

Women's tennis set
for tough schedule

BY TEHHI FYFFE
Stall writei

FRESHMAN
OPENS SEASON

u

When I got hurt it
just made me want
to work as hard as
I could to bounce
back.

IIie feeling ol stepping onto
a hardwood court and hearing a cheering crowd is something not usually missing from
a current Eastern basketball
player. However, for senior Men
Rushing, that feeling is some
thing he hasn't fell enough.
With three seasons of serious injuries behind him and
— Ben Rushing
only ten threes left to break the
Men's basketball player
all time record of three pointers
in a career. Rushing said he is
glad lo be back in the game—at
»
least until he graduates.
Rushing will graduate this
May but only after completing a
I could to bounce back." said
remarkable and unique career.
Rushing.
Unlike his teammates, all three
Such bouncing back has
previous seasons left Rushing
allowed Rushing to come only
missing multiple games and
lit threes shy of breaking the
even his entire freshman season
record with marly an entire
Struggling to heal such serious
season left. Although Rushing
injuries as two torn ACLs and a
has been injured for the majortorn meniscus
ity of this year, the senior guard
Thanks to Rustling's remarkhas still managed to get in and
able efforts as a high-scoring
knock down three treys this
point guard even when injuries
season.
lilt him hurting, his scoring
When speaking of his allleft the opposing team suffertime-high record. Rushing humRoger Lee Osborne'Progress
ing List season alone, Rushing
bly said, I just shoot them; if
scored 277 points and hit three
they go in. they go in."
or more trifectas in 11 games
Although it is hard to say Senior guard Ben Rushing has been plagued with injuries
within the season.
if shooting that many threes throughout his career, but is still on pace to break the all-time
"When I got hurt it just made despite numerous injuries is three-point record in a career at Eastern. Rushing needs only 10
me I want | to work as hard as
See RUSHING, H5 treys to tie the record of 190. which was set in the 1988 season.

AS TEAM'S
TOP SEED
BY BRANDON ROBERTS

Assistant sports editor
Eastern's women's tennis
team opens its spring season
with three home matches this

weekend.
Friday it will host Belmont
at 1 p.m. before welcoming
Xavier at K a.m. on Saturday.
Eastern will finish the weekend against Southern Illinois
Sunday at !t a.m.
The l-ady Colonels hope to
improve on its 13-13 overall
record ((i-4 in the Ohio Valley
Conference) in last season's
competition.
Continued great play from
players like Hannah Hartsch,
Terin Koof and loicia Vojtkova.
as well as the addition of some
new players. Eastern proves to
be hard to handle.
"We are a team that is much
improved," coach Rob Oertel
said. "We're going to find out
how much they have improved
because we are playing some,
pretty good teams."
There is not an official

team fall season in collegiate
tennis, but that didn't stop the
lady Colonels from competing in tournaments to hone
their skills. Oertel's girls are
poised to make some noise in
the OVC this season.
Xavier defeated Eastern in
Jan. 31 of last year by a 7-0
score and Southern Illinois
beat Eastern rather easily last
season. The lady Colonels
beat Belmont, but it wasn't
easy. Eastern definitely seems
to have its hands full early on.
"In the three previous seasons, Xavier has been one
of the tougher teams on the
women's schedule," Oertel
said. "I anticipate a very tough
weekend."
Freshman Australian.
Meredith Giles will open
the season at No. 1 for the
Colonels while Vojtkova and
Bartsch will play at No. 2 and
No. 3.
Oertel thinks I.indsey
Herrera will be a great contributor at No. 4 and Roof will
be as well at No. 5 or 6.
"This will be a great test to
find out how much the program has progressed with the
addition of the new talent,"
Oertel said. "I look for our
program to have jumped to a
whole other level."

. Reach Brandon at
brandon _r<)berts'(tieku.edu
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Eastern ready to slow down Racers ™NJS: Colonels start 21
From
rrom Page
Page B4
B4
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BY TQDD PIJRVI5

Sports editor

Eastern hits the hardwood
again lonighl al home seeking revenge over the Racers of
Murray Stale.
The Racers downed the
Colonels 80-78 in overtime the
last time the two teams met.
"We're gtnng to keep the
same game plan as we had
the first game," junior center
Alonzo Hird said. "We're going
to pressure the ball on every
spot, handle their press and
execute our offense."
In the last meeting between
the two conference foes,
Eastern saw its two point lead
with less than five seconds left
be wiped away, when Racer
guard Keith Jenifer drove the
lane and picked up a foul with
0.3 seconds left on the clock.
Jenifer sank a pair of free
throws to send the game to
overtime, where Kastern fell by
a two-point margin.
Murray State comes into the
game tied for third place in the
conference with a 5-1 record,
and are KMi overall this season.
They are a pretty balanced
team." Hird said. "Like coach
said, anybody on any given
night for them can take over

the game."
Eastern is tied for fifth place
in the league with a 3-3 record,
and have an 1 l-<> record overall
this season.
Both teams come into the
contest in a must win situation. If Eastern knocks off the
Racers, it would put them in
a tie for second place. On the
other hand, if the Racers can
down Eastern, it would further separate them from the
pack and at worse keep them
in third place, but if Samford
or Tennessee Tech lose, the
Racers could move into a first
place tie.
"lliis is a much win game
for us." Hird said. "They're
gonna come out with just as

Friday evening.
Kastern swept the field in
doubles play to pick up the
first point of the match, before
winning the next five points
as (■r.ii/ki. Wospil. Armstrong
and (ioncalves all defeated
I.ipscomb opponents. Chikuni
fell at the No.8 spot to give
Kastern a f>l victory

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Junior forward Jason McLeish drives past a Samtord defender in Saturday's 67-61 loss.

much to lose as we do. it's
gonna be an intense game."
Eastern is led by the play
of junior guard Matt Witt and
senior forward Michael Haney.
who average 13.7 and 13.3
points per outing, respectively.
Junior guard Zach Ingles
and junior forward Jason
McLeish round out the
Colonels averaging double figures per game. Ingles averages
11.8 points per game and leads
the team in both free-throw
percentage and three-point
percentage. Mcl-eish averages
11.2 points per game this season.
Leading the scoring attack
for the Racers is senior guard
Trey Pearson. Pearson averages 14.3 points and 3.3 rebounds
per game this season.
Tip-off for tonight's game
is set for 7:30 p.m. at Alumni
Coliseum.
"We've got to maintain our
tempo and go out and play our
style of basketball and come
out with a win." Hird said.

Samford vs. Eastern
After building a 13-point lead
at halftime. the Colonels looked
to stay perfect at home this season, but Samford's J. Robert
Merritt had other plans.
The junior forward had a
game-high 24 points, including five consecutive second
half three pointers, to give the
Bulldogs a 67-61 come from
behind victory.
"They're a team full of shooters and when we went zone, we
just kept getting screened in
and Merritt got bot in the corner," Hird said.
Samford boosted its record
to a perfect 6-0 in league play,
while the Colonels fell to 3-3 in
the conference.
Kastern jumped on Samford
early and opened up a 30-17
lead to end the first half.
The Colonels came out on
the first play of the second half
and looked promising, when
Ingles nailed a three, which put
Kastern up 33-17.
The Bulldogs finally began

to show some signs of life in
the second half, when they
managed to cut Eastern's lead
to five at 39-34. off a 17-6 run.
Samford continued to build
on its lead and lead by as many
as 13 points in the second half.
Kastern made a final run and
cut the lead to 62-56 with 46
seconds left in the game, which
proved to be too little too late,
as Eastern fell 67-61.
Ingles and junior Hird led
Eastern with 11 points each in
the game.
Jacksonville State vs.
Eastern
Eastern returned home last
Thursday and knocked off the
Gamecocks of Jacksonville
State 72-60.
Haney led the way for
the Colonels as he recorded
his fifth double-double of the
season, with 17 points and 12
rebounds.

Wrifiht State vs. Kastern
The Colonels opened
their season with a 4-3 loss to
Wright State last Friday. Much
like the last two matches.
Kastern drilled its competition
in doubles play, with its first
sweep of the year.
Wright State stole the next
two points in the match with
wins in the No. 1 and No. 2
spots.
Kastern picked up its first
win in singles play when
Armstrong downed Teufel 4-H.
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With accomplishments
ranging from most valuable
player her senior year of high
school to achievements in college such as OVC Flayer of the
Week, Defensive Flayer of the
Year, and Most Dedicated Lady
Colonel Award. Candis Cook
lias had a very successful basketball career.
Cook attended high school
at Texas A<XiM Consolidated
High School, in College Station.
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From Page B4
better."
JSU (5-9. 2-3) was doomed
from the beginning of the
game as Kastern began with
a 25-5 run that the Gamecocks
never recovered from.
JSU eventually cut Kastern's
lead to six after a 15-5 run in
the first half. But Kastern persevered and held off the scrappy Gamecocks and picked up
the win.

Samford vs. Eastern
It was more of the same
for Kastern when the Samford
Bulldogs came to McBrayer
Arena Saturday.
Junior Liura Shelton scored
12 points. 10 of which were
scored in the final seven minutes of the game and helped
Reach Todd at
Kastern earn a 61-55 win.
todd_pu rvis I @eku. edu
It was Kastern's eleventh
straight win on its home floor.
Samford (9-8,2-4) didn't go
away easily.
A 14-2 Kastern run just
before the half saw them
Eastern for a number of rea- enjoying a 31-27 lead at the
sons.
break. Samford came out in
"Tile best thing about play- the second half firing on all
ing for Kastern is winning. cylinders and eventually took
Every season I've been here a one-point lead at 40-39 with
we've ended on a good note, just over 11 minutes to play.
and the past three years we've
Senior Candis Cook scored
been to the OVC Tournament her fifth, sixth and seventh
in the championship game."
Cook said. "Also my teammates
are great friends. I even keep in
touch with the girls who have From Page B4
graduated."
As a senior, Cook will be really as easy as Rushing says,
leaving the team after this sea- one thing is for sure, he has
been impressing fans for quite
son.
"When you are playing bas- some time.
ketball you spend 99 percent
Who was one of his first
of your time doing that; after fans? Coach Ford himself;
it ends I don't know what I am (Senior, that is). Although playgoing to do with my free time ing under Ford Sr. at basketball
or how I am going to stay in camp helped prepare him for
shape," she said.
playing college basketball, it did
Cook has been a Colonel not prepare him for the shock
scholar all four years of col- of being personally invited by
lege. "I finished my academ- the younger Ford to play basics in four years, and I h;cvc ketball at Eastern.
Perhaps it came as a shock
an internship lined up at Rice
University for sports manage- to Rushing because Eastern
ment working in the Athletic- was not where he signed to play
at all. Rushing originally signed
Department," Cook said.
Between Cook's talents in with Campbellsville.
So impressed by Ben's high
basketball and academics, she
has a successful future waiting school career of 1,800 points,
for her with a successful past including 242 treys, then
Campbellsville Coach Travis
behind her.
Ford invited Rushing to transfer
to Eastern with him.
Reach Courtney at
■ courtney_danielll@eku.edu
Just as Rushing calls his

consecutive points on a threepointer that put Kastern back
on top 42-40.
Up 44-42. Kastern went on
an 8-2 run and stretched its
lead to eight at the 5:23 mark
of the second.
The Colonels held on to
their lead and eventually led
by 10 with just over a minute
on the clock.
Samford gave one last
effort to claim the victory by
cutting ICastern's lead to two
with 20 ticks remaining in the
game.
A pair of free throws from
Shelton and Kastern was back
on top by four and went on to
the six-point win.
"We have got two really
tough ones coming up."
Inman said. "We were down
four times against Murray and
had to come back to win down
there. Against Martin we had
to hit a last-second type of shot
to win down there."
Cazee finished the game
with 11 points and two steals.
The I.ady Colonel's home
stand continues as OVC opponent Murray State comes to
Richmond Thursday and UT
Martin arrives Saturday. Tipoffs are at 5:30 p.m.
Reach Brandon at
brandon. roberts@eku. edu

RUSHING: Close to history
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Texas.
"I started out playing post
positions in the seventh grade
because I was taller and bigger
than the girls in middle school.
In high school I started playing
positions such as power forward and guard or just wherever tiny needed me. I was
always more athletic, so I could
play multiple positions." Cook
said. Cook now plays small forward and third guard.
List year Cook was named a
CO-captain and started in more
than 28 games. She totaled
123 assists, gaining seven in
one game against Nebraska in
2003.
Cook's mother has been one
of the most influential people
to her.

Reach Todd at
todd_puriislvSeku.edu

OVC: Eastern stuns Samford

Lone Star shines as Lady Colonel
BY CQUBINEYJ
Sports writer

coti
6-2.
6-3.
(ioncalves then fell in the
No. 4 position to Smith 6-1. 60.
Brenner got the Colonels
even in the match when he
rallied back and dropped
Sundersingh 6-4. 6-4.
"The player of the week was
Nic Brenner." Oertel said. "He
was the only guy that went
undefeated for us this weekend; he was 3-0 in singles and
3-0 in doubles."
In the deciding point of the
match. Simic fell to Hayden
7-6. 6-4, 7-6. giving Kastern its
first loss of tbe season.
"Mario at No. 6 was out on
the court for a long time, the
total match took five and a
half hours, it was the longest
match that we've had in the
indoor tennis center." Oertel
said. "It was a long battle."
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Marcie McDowell/Progress

Senior co-captain Candis Cook (#42) averages 9.6 points and 5.7
rebounds per game this season tor the Lady Colonels.

"At first my mom wasn't too
sure about me playing because
you have to be away from home
a lot. but once I got to high
school she understood why I
was playing and the benefits
front it She gradually began to
support me and now she's my
biggest fan." Cook said.-

Cook traveled a long way
from home to play ball for
Kastern.
"I liked the family atmosphere with the team and the
coaches. I felt-comfortable at
Eastern, and the campus wasn't
too big or too small."
Cook enjoys playing for

decision to play for Kastern
a "no brainer." his high-point
career of three seasons of scoring, has allowed Colonel fans to
call his transfer a "no brainer"
as well. As Kastern fans gather
to watch Ben come closer to
breaking Kastern's record of
threes tonight, many may wonder what is left for this sports
marketing major to overcome.
After entering a new season
with no injuries, the Hickman
County native is willing to leave
Eastern basketball only after
achieving his last goal: winning
the conference title.
Luckily for Colonel fans, if
this season of basketball is as
successful as the last three, it
may seem that the Colonels,
along with Rushing's record of
threes, have more than a shot
to win the title.
Reach Terri at
progress@eku. edu
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DINE
SMOKE FREE

Myrtle Beach, SC
Students Welcome!
NO Books-.
NO Homework..
NO Exams.GUARANTIED!
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Inlarcl3l
Interstate
News & Tobacco
161 N. Keeneland

859624.1122
Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
Rentals & Adult Magazines

ff

Viewing Booths
Big Screen Room

i

Sandostle

Student Friendly Occanlront Property
Indoor and Outdoor Swimming Pools
Endless River Ride
Poolsidc Hot Tubs
CafC Serving Breakfast and Lunch Daily
Poolsidc Cabana Bar/Snack Bar
Central Location to area attractions, entertainment, shopping, and restaurants

Oceanfront Resort
At The Pavilion

Call Toll Free for Reservations
1 -866-857-4061
www.sandcastleresorts.com
X
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What the
Held?!
With
Cindy Held

Winter weather
causes paranoia
Do you ever feel as if you're being
stared at?
I sure do, especially durinK all this
frigidly cold weather we've been having. The main reason for this paranoia stems from the fact that I look
like Kalphie's little brother from "A
Christmas Story" walking around

campus.
I don't like to be cold, so walking
to class I pile on the layers. I get so
bulky that 1 can barely bend at the
armpits.
My own mother probably wouldn't
even know if I walked by her because
all that's visible of my face is from the
top of my nose to my eyebrows.
Then I see people walking around
with flip-flops or short sleeved shirts
OH. I only have three words for them,
are they crazy?
I'm on the brink of losing my digits
after exposing them to the air for a
lew brief seconds and these maniacs are acting as if it's summer. They
must have warmer blood than the
average Joe
Even though others are just as
decked out as I am. I keep thinking
I've gone a little overboard.
The fact that I look like an Eskimo
doesn't escape me. hence the paranoia that people are staring.
Then when I leave class it takes
me at least five minutes to bundle up
again.
Obviously, the cold weather is
a hindrance to me. and I think I've
found a solution. I propose the university invest in heated trolleys, or something like that, to take students to and
from classes when it's cold.
And funds won't be a problem
either. Eastern can use all the money
it's making from parking tickets.

(TRAVEL/MISCT)

BY MEGAN JANICKE

two-dimensional

Staff u

art,

Giles Gallery has opened a diver
sity-themed art exhibit.
The judged exhibition is a collaboration of the Chautauqua lectures
series, the department ol art and
design and the College ol Arts and

Sciences.
Deborah Borrowdalc-Cox. the
curator of education at the University
<>l Kentucky Art Museum, was the
judge for the exhibition.
Borrowdale-Cox determined the
works of art that would be in exhibition and awarded the prizes.
Ol the 24 artists selected, three
were Eastern alumni and two were
Eastern students Pieces in the exhibition were selected from Indiana.
Kentucky. Ohio and Tennessee.
Two of the Eastern alumni were
merit winners and one student Ronald
Taylor, won an award for his oil on
canvas called "(lender Blender."
Taylor's painting won for best in

Contributing writer
Introducing gamers to the genre
ol "survival horror." "Resident Evil"
allowed players the opportunity to dispatch hordes of zombies while throwing in a mix of thrills and chills.
Now developer Capcom has
released "Resident Kvil 4" and promises that it's the game that will change
a series that had started to show its
age. They've done that and a lot more.
Hie story centers on government
agent Leon Kennedy. Kennedy, a former police officer who has survived
tin- zombie infestation of the previous
games, is on a mission in a remote
European locale to rescue the president's kidnapped daughter.
In keeping with their promise,
the developer has fixed the greatest
problem the series had, the camera
angles
In previous games the camera had

C h autauqua
lectures series,
presented the
idea of a diver
sity-themed at I
exhibition to the

department of
arl and design.
M c 1 are n
thought
it
would be "a neat
Marcie McDowell/Progress
way lo get stuStudent Anna Booth attended the diversity exhibit af Giles
dents to think."
Gallery on Sunday The exhibit can be seen through March 4.
he said.
"The message of celebrating diversity cm be
Some pieces communicated
conveyed in a series of 14 lectures an obvious message, like Steve
or the idea can be concentrated into Falkenburg's acrylic on canvas "I Am
one art show and generate the same Human." The painting depicts African
intended results." Macl.aren said. Americans marching during the Civil
"The artwork displayed shows the Rights movement.
varied ways one can express an idea."
Other pieces, like Travis

Reach Megan at
progress@eku.edu

a fixed position in every room the
player entered. This made it difficult
to see where you were going a lot of
the time. Now the camera is
locked behind the character's shoulder, allowing for freedom of
vision as you move
around.
Tin- control
scheme has been
vastly updated as
well. The analog
stick allows for

movement in all directions.
Aiming with a weapon has also
been improved with the addition of
laser sighting. The ability to manually
aim allows the player to choose where
to attack enemies. A shot to the head
still does the most damage, but now
you can shoot an enemy in the arm,
causing it to release its weapon or
in the leg in order lo drop it to the

ground.
The graphics of "Resident Evil 4"
are the best the Nintendo
Gamecube has to offer and are
arguably the best visuals of
any game for this generation of consoles. Tin' use
of lighting, shading, and
color adds depth and realistic
qualities as the character progresses in the story.
Tin- audio work in "Resident
Evil" is very impressive. The
voice acting is very professional
and steers clear of the horrible voice
work that the series has been notorious lor. The guttural Spanish s|x>kon
by the enemies in the game adds to
the locale setting.
The music is also paced perfectly. It picks up when you're fighting
for your life and. in one of the rare
moments when you can catch your
breath, it slows lo a soothing tone.
Even with all tin- praise, no game is

perfect, and this one has its flaws. The
game has a wide variety of upgradable weapons, but the pace of action
is slowed down because you must
switch them in a separate screen.
The action in the game flows well
together and stays in line with the
game's story. However, once a player
has made it through the entire game
there is little reason to play it again
since there are no new surprises.
Even with a couple of minor problems. "Resident Evil 4" is the best
game to come out on the Gamecube
since its release. Capcom promised
to redefine the series, and it has succeeded in every way.
I give "Resident Kvil 4" five out of
five palettes.

Reach Chuck at
progressf6eku.edu

CLASSIFIED ADS
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(TRAVEL/MISC?)

SPRING BREAK SPECIALSI
Panama City 4 Daytona 7 Nights. 6 Free Parties $159!
■/ Cancun. Jamaica, Acapulco, Nassau $499 Including Air!
Bahamas Cruise $299!
Sppn9Bre.akTrqvgl,com
1-800-678-6386
IELP
^WANTED

D

HELP
% WANTED

(TRAVEL/MISC?)

Spring Break 2005
with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour
Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call
for group discounts.
Info/Reservations
1-800-648-4849.
www.ststravel.com

Includes Meals, Parties With Celebrities
As Seen On Real World. Road Rules. Bachelor'
Award Winning Company!
Sprin9BreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

J

M r u c e
M a c I. a r e n .
director of the

Townsend's "Device to Root out ICvil"
and Klizabeth Foley's patchwork quilt
"lleced Together," require the viewer
to search for a deeper meaning.
The faculty for the department of
art and design has an additional diversity exhibition in the downstairs gallery.
Kastern students and faculty and
residents of Madison County attended
the gallery opening.
Ben Keeling, an art major from
Bardstown, attended the opening on
Sunday for personal enjoyment and
to see some of his professors' work
that was on display, he said. Keeling
admitted it was also for a class grade.
Anna Booth, a freshman art education major, came for slightly different
reasons. "I love art." she said.
"I was really stressed out today
and I came to relieve stress." Booth
said.

Release of 'Evil' refreshes gaming series
BY CHUCK WILKERSON

BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK CRUISE
5 DAYS $299!

HELP
(% WANTED

Brittney Haynes, editor

Diversity exhibit featured at Giles

M

Reach Cindy at
cynthia _held®eku. edu
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FOR SALE
TEXTBOOKS
Buy/Sell/Trade Get $$$
- list unwanted books
WWW.QUEUEB.COM

c£
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A SUMMER JOB
AT KENTUCKY 4-H
CAMPS:
Positions are available
as Camp Manager.
KMT, cooks, lifeguards,
instructors for swimming,
canoeing, nature.
recreation, arts and crafts
rifle, archery & low and
high ropes elements. Sala
ries range from
SllOOtoSL'OOO/mo. Plus
room and board. Visit our
booth at the EKU Spring
Job Fair from 10:00 am
- 2:00 pm on February 10.
2005 or call 859-257-5961
for an application.

HELP
WANTED

>>
J

Embassy Suites Hotel is
looking for energetic,
hard-working people with
a flexible schedule. We now
have openings for
Bell Attendants

Banquet and Restaurant
Servers
If interested. Please apply
in person at:

1801 Newtown Pike
Ix-xington.KY 40511.
859-455-5000.

(^—'FOR

RENT}

I.ancaster Ave. Apartments
1 Block from EKU. Student
I-eases available. Spacious
3 & 4 Bedroom Townhouses. Up to 3 baths,
W/D hook-up and covered
decks. All Utilities Paid.
625-5757.
514 Westover, Richmond.
5 Room House. New carpet
and kitchen floor. W/D
hook-up. Stove & refrigerator. Storage building.
$475 per month plus $400
deposit. Call 893-0579 for
more information.

VOLT SERVICES GROUP
Volt Services Group is looking for Technical Support Agents to work in a
call center in Winchester, KY. You will be answering inquiries, resolving
problems, and assisting with case resolution.
USE THE
CLASSIFIEDS!

The eligible candidate must have working knowledge of Microsoft Windows
98/98/2000, Windows NT desktop environments, Novell Netware, Oracle,
and/or Macintosh systems.
You must posses the following:
- Strong communication and teamwork skills
- Strong problem solving skills
- Strong customer relations skills
- Must have the ability to work independently and prioritize your workload
Requirements are:
- Ability to work flexible hours to support a 24/7 call center
- Must be 18 years of age
- Must be able to pass drug screen and background check
Please call us at 859-254^2512 or 800-501-6072 for more information
or stop by our office at 1510 Newtown Pike, Ste. 124 in Lexington!

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
•
•
■
■

$8.50 an houi. with increase* of 50C after 90 days 6 50C at one year
Benefits (Health, 401K 6 Paid vacations)
Weekly Paychecks • Weekends 6 Holidays OH
Consistent Work Schedule • 3-1/2 to S How Shifts
AvaMaM* Shifts:
Pieload, 4AM-9AM - Night. 11PM-4AM
Day, 11AM 4PM • twilight, 5PM 10PM

NIGHT SORT TUITION REIMBURSEMENT PUN
err UP TO S 2,000/YEAR
Apply online at: WWW.UpSJObs.com
tqiMi Opportunity Employer

* Help Wanted
* Apartments & Realty
* Automobiles & Bikes
* Garage & Yard Sales
* Services Available
* Wanted to buy (Books,
Appliances, Furniture,
Sforting Goods, etc.)'

Q~9

* Pets

^--'* Things to sell
* Personal Notes
& Announcements
(Great for Birthdays,
Greek Organizations,
Congratulations on
Graduations,
Engagements, New Jobs
& Promotions, etc.)

'Thi' Eastern Progress is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified rid*

